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Abstract
In this thesis, wave propagation is laterally varying media is studied
using the Gaussian beam method. The method consists tracing rays and
then solving the wave equation in the neighborhood of each ray using the
parabolic approximation. These local solutions can be expressed in terms
of Gaussian beams. The approximate global solution for a given source is
then constructed by a superposition of Gaussian beams along particular
rays. Forward modelling as well as inverse modelling is investigated. in the
first chapter, an overview and brief review of the literature is given. In the
second chapter, the Gaussian beam method is applied to 2-D velocity
structures. The validity of the method is tested in two ways. First is the
application of the reciprocal theorem for Green's functions in an arbitrary
heterogeneous medium. The discrepency between synthetic seismograms
for reciprocal cases is considered as a measure of error. Second, the
Gaussian beam method is applied to cases for which solutions are known by
other approximate methods. This includes the soft basin problem. The
method is then used for two applications. First, it is used to study volcanic
earthquakes at Mt. St. Helens. The observed large differences in amplitude
and arrival time between a station inside the crater and those at the flank
can be explained by the combined effects of an anomalous velocity
structure and shallow focal depths. The method is then applied to
scattering of teleseismic P-waves by a lithospere with randomly fluctuating
velocities. The third chapter discusses several topics in Gaussian beam
synthesis. This inchdes the choice of the beam parameter, I , and its
interpretation in terms of a complex source point. Asymptotic and exact
evaluations of the Gaussian beam integral for a line source are then
investigated. Next, the problem connected with an initial point in a
gradient is discussed, which in a vertically varying media reduces to the
difference between an initial plane wave and an initial Snell wave. A
comparison is done with the reflectivity method for the PP phase in the
Imperial Valley structure. Then, a comparison is then done between the
slant stack of a wavefleld and the Gaussian beam decomposition using
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large beam widths, showing good agreement. Beams reflected at an
interface are then investigated using a first order correction to the plane
wave reflection coefficient typically used in the Gaussian beam method.
Finally, the finite frequency scattering effects from an indented interface
are computed using the Gaussian beam method and compared with those
computed using the Aki-Larner method. In the final chapter, inversion for
material parameters using waveform data is investigated. An iterative
linearized approach is used in which a linear sensitivity operator must be
derived. This can be done economically by using reciprocity of the Green's
function. In order to avoid a large matrix inversion, several descent
algorithms are described. Data errors and a priori model information are
incorporated using covariance operators. A fast and reasonably accurate
forward modelling scheme is required, and here we make use of the
Gaussian beam method in a slowly varying heterogeneous medium.
Different linearizations are possible including a linearization in terms of
the field, the Born approximation, and a linearization in terms of the log
field, the Rytov approximation. The relative merits are discussed. Finally
several numerical examples are performed using a field linearization in
order to test the method. Transmitted body waves through a model with
sources beneath a heterogeneity and surface stations are used. The
resulLs using Lhe waveform daLa identify the trial structures. A
comparison is done with the travel Lime inversion resulLs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In recent years, a variety of techniques have been developed to
compute seismograms in laterally varying media. These include the finite
difference and finite element methods which are general techniques but
expensive. Thus they are limited to small grids and lower frequencies (see
for example Boore [1972], Smith [1975], Kelly et.al. [1976]). Perturbation
techniques are also useful primarily at lower frequencies (see Kennett
[1972a, 1972b], Larner [1970], Aki and Richards [1980]). The boundary
integral method is another technique recently investigated in the
seismological literature (see Sanchez-Sesma and Esquivel [1979],
Sanchez-Sesma et.al. [1982]). The remaining methods to be described are
primarily high frequency asymptotic methods.
The ray method is one of the most commonly used techniques for
propagation in laterally varying media. It is based on a series solution to
the wave equation (elastodynamic equation) in inverse powers of frequency
(Kline and Kay [1965], Cerveny et.al. [1977]). In practice, usually only the
first term is retained. Examples of seismograms computed using the ray
method are found in May and Hron [1978], Cerveny [1979], McMechan and
Mooney [1980].
Simple estimates of the validity of the ray method are based on several
criterion (Kravtsov and Orlov [1980]). First, the parameters of the medium
as well as the amplitude and phase gradient of the wavefront should be
slowly varying over the cross section of the Fresnel volume. The boundary
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of the Fresnel volume is defined by CYg - WTU = Tr , where Tg is the phase
time for the geometrical ray and T, is the phase time for a secondary
virtual ray. The Fresnel volume is the physical region around a geometric
ray for finite frequencies. Next, the phase difference corresponding to two
rays arriving at the same point should be greater than 1T or a caustic
results. Finally, the ray method has the range limitation
L <
where L is the range, X is the wavelength, and a is the inhomogeneity
scale. This limitation is a result of the increasing size of the Fresnel radius
with distance.
A disadvantage of the ray method even at high frequencies is that the
method is invalid at caustics where it incorrectly predicts infinite
amplitudes. These singularities can be smoothed over by properly
incorporating the effects of adjacent rays into the solution. One way to
correct the ray method is to construct a local asymptotic solution in the
vicinity of the caustic (see Ludwig [1966]). This method may be used to
construct a uniform solution, but may be inconvenient for complicated
structures.
Certain diffraction effects can be included in the ray method using an
extension known as the geometrical theory of diffraction (Keller [1962]).
Keller defined new diffracted ray types which include edge rays and vertex
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rays. A simple review of this theory is given by Keller [1978]. Extensions to
seismology are given for example by Klem-Musatov and Aizenberg [1984].
In this approach, diffraction coefficients must be determined for different
cases.
A simplification of the ray method applied to vector wave equations,
such as the elastodynamic equation, was the introduction of the ray
centered coordinates by Popov and Psencik [1976,1978]. This is a special
orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system which moves along a particular
ray. In this coordinate system, the first order transport equations for the
P and S displacement components decouple. This results in three scalar
transport equations rather than vector equations. Writing the wave
equation in this local coordinate system along a given ray is also a
fundamental step in the Gaussian beam method.
The Maslov method is a semi-classical method which can be applied to
propagation problems to extend the ray method (see Kravtsov [1968],
Chapman and Drummond [1983], and Ziolkowski and Deschamps [1984").
The method is based on the fact that a ray is a construct dependent not
just on location, X , but also on the direction represented by the slowness
vector, f . In the space (1,P) there are no caustics. This can be seen by
noting that (1(t),f (t)) is a state vector for the ray system. Thus if two
rays have the same state vector for a given time, then they will the same
for all time since this vector contains all the information needed to
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construct the ray. Caustics occur upon projection from this extended
space to various three dimensional configuration spaces. The caustics will
have different locations depending on the configuration space. In the
(x,y,z) space, the method reduces to the standard ray method. In the
(p.,y,z) space in a vertically varying medium, the method would be
similar to the WKBJ method discussed by Chapman [1978] where the field is
the result of an integral over horizontal slowness, pz , which is then
evaluated by an equal phase method. The idea of the Maslov method is to
choose the domain of computation which avoids caustics near different
receivers. A problem with this method is that the appropriate domain of
computation is not known prior to starting the computations. The final
solution is the result of piecing together the asymptotic solutions which
are found to be valid in different ranges.
Another technique for the propagation in laterally varying media is
based on the parabolic approximation to the wave equation. It was first
derived by Leontovich and Fock in 1946 for radio wave propagation (see
Fock [1965], ch 11). The parabolic approximation assumes small angle
forward scattering about some preferred direction of propagation. It
results in a one way operator, since back travelling energy is neglected. An
advantage of the derived parabolic equation is that a boundary value
problem is replaced by a much simpler initial value problem. The method
is valid assuming that the fluctuations of the material parameters are
small, and slowly varying with respect to the wavelength.
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In relation to the ray method, the parabolic method does not require
energy to remain bounded within rigid ray tubes. It accounts for the slow
lateral spread of ray energy along the wavefront as the wave propagates.
The parabolic method thus includes the effects of diffraction due to lateral
diffusion along the wavefront (see review by Malyuzhinets [1959]). This
explains the similarity in form between the parabolic equation and the
diffusion equation. The parabolic equation is also closely related to the
Fresnel approximation in optics (see Goodman [1968], Tappert [1976]).
Geophysical applications of the parabolic method include long range
underwater acoustics where the global direction of propagation is assumed
to be horizontal (Tappert [1976], McDaniel [1976]), and reflection
seismology where the global direction is assumed to be vertical for upward
travelling reflected waves (Claerbout [1976]). Applications to elastic waves
are discussed by Landers and Claerbout [1972], McCoy [1977], Hudson
[1980a, 1980b], and Wales and McCoy [1983].
Derivations of one way parabolic operators by the use of splitting
matrices can be found in Corones [1975] and McDaniel [1976]. The
importance in this approach is the potential estimation of coupling
between forward and back travelling energy. The splitting method has
been extended to the elastic case by Corones et.al. [1982].
Another method for including non-Fermat information is by using the
Kirchhoff integral in which the field is gotten by an integration along some
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intermediate wave surface (see Baker and Copson [1950]). For elastic
formulations see Pao and Varatharajulu [1976] and Aki and Richards
[1980]. For geophysical applications see Trorey [1970,1977], Hilterman
[1970,1975], Scott and HeImberger [1983], Hadden and Buchen [1981], and
Frazer and Sinton [1984]. Evaluation along many intermediate surfaces
leads in the limit to a path integral formulation (Dashen [1979], Flatte
et.al. [1979]).
In this thesis, the Gaussian beam method is investigated. It is an
extension of both the ray method and the parabolic method in which a
global direction must be assumed. The Gaussian beam method has been
described in the literature by Popov [1981,1982], and Cerveny et.al. [1982].
These studies were based on the scalar wave equation. The elastic case was
first derived by Kirpicnnichova [1972] and more recently by Cerveny [1983]
for the 2-D case and Cerveny and Psencik [1983] for the 3-D case.
The Gaussian beam method involves three basic steps. First, a system
of rays must be traced from the source to a vicinity of the receiver. Since
high frequency energy flows along rays, the system of rays can be thought
as the framework on which the wavefield is to be built. This step requires
the numerical solution of the kinematic ray tracing system. Next, the wave
equation is solved in the 'ray centered' coordinates for each ray using the
parabolic approximation. This approximation is a local one related to a
particular ray trajectory. These local solutions can be expressed in terms
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of Gaussian beams. The final solution is the result of superposing local
solutions along individual rays to give an approximate global solution for a
given source condition. This step relies on the linearity of the underlying
wave equation.
There are several advantages in using the Gaussian beam method. In
relation to the ray method, the GB method is finite at caustics. In addition,
no prior location of the caustic locations is required as in the Maslov
method. The GB method relies on local parabolic approximations and
therefore no global direction of propagation is assumed as in the standard
parabolic method. Finally, the GB method is fast, comparable to the
standard ray method, and possibly faster since no two point ray tracing is
reguired.
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 the Gaussian beam
method is applied to 2-D velocity structures. The validity of the method is
tested in two ways. First is the application of the reciprocal theorem for
Green's functions in an arbitrary heterogeneous medium. The discrepency
between synthetic seismograms for reciprocal cases is considered as a
measure of error. Second, the Gaussian beam method is applied to cases
for which solutions are known by other approximate methods. This
includes the soft basin problem. The method is then used for two
applications. First, it is used to study volcanic earthquakes at Mt. SL.
Helens. The observed large differences in amplitude and arrival time
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between a station inside the crater and those at the flank can be explained
by the combined effects of an anomalous velocity structure and shallow
focal depths. The method is then applied to scattering of teleseismic P-
waves by a lithospere with randomly fluctuating velocities.
The third chapter discusses several topics in Gaussian beam synthesis.
This includes the choice of the beam parameter, c , and its interpretation
in terms of a complex source point. Asymptotic and exact evaluations of
the Gaussian beam integral for a line source are then investigated. Next,
the problem connected with an initial point in a gradient is discussed,
which in a vertically varying media reduces to the difference between an
initial plane wave and an initial Snell wave. A comparison is done with the
reflectivity method for the PP phase in the Imperial Valley structure.
Then, a comparison is then done between the slant stack of a wavefield and
the Gaussian beam decomposition using large beam widths, showing good
agreement. Beams reflected at an interface are then investigated using a
first order correction to the plane wave reflection coefficient typically used
in the Gaussian beam method. Finally, the finite frequency scattering
effects from an indented interface are computed using the Gaussian beam
method and compared with those computed using the Aki-Larner method.
In the final chapter, inversion for material parameters using waveform
data is investigated. An iterative linearized approach is used in which a
linear sensitivity operator must be derived (see Tarantola [1984]). This
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can be done economically by using reciprocity of the Green's function. In
order to avoid a large matrix inversion, several descent algorithms are
described. Data errors and a priori model information are incorporated
using covariance operators. A fast and reasonably accurate forward
modelling scheme is required, and here we make use of the Gaussian beam
method in a slowly varying heterogeneous medium. Different linearizations
are possible including a linearization in terms of the field, the Born
approximation, and a linearization in terms of the log field, the Rytov
approximation. The relative merits are discussed. Finally several
numerical examples are performed using a field linearization in order to
test the method. Transmitted body waves through a model with sources
beneath a heterogeneity and surface stations are used. The results using
the waveform data identify the trial structures. A comparison is done with
the travel time inversion results.
-18-
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Chapter 2
The 2-D Gaussian beam synthetic method:
Testing and application
by
Robert Nowack and Keiiti Aid
0
Abstract
The Gaussian beam method of Cerveny et. al. [1982] is an asymptotic
method for the computation of wavefields in inhomogeneous media. The
method consists of tracing rays and then solving the wave equation in
"ray-centered coordinates." The parabolic approximation is applied to find
the asymptotic local solution in the neighborhood of each ray. The
approximate global solution for a given source is then constructed by a
superposition of Gaussian beams along nearby 'rays. The Gaussian beam
method is tested in a 2-D inhomogeneous medium using two approaches.
One is the application of the reciprocal theorem for Green's functions in
an arbitrarily heterogeneous medium. The discrepancy between synthetic
seismograms for reciprocal cases is considered as a measure of the error.
The other approach is to apply Gaussian beam synthesis to cases for which
solutions are known by other approximate methods. This includes the soft
basin problem which has been studied by finite difference, finite element,
discrete wavenumber, and glorified optics. We found that the results of
these tests were in general satisfactory. We have used the Gaussian beam
method for two applications. First, the method is used to study volcanic
earthquakes at Mt. St. Helens. The observed large differences in amplitude
and arrival time between a station inside the crater and stations on the
flanks can be explained by the combined effects of an anomalous velocity
structure and a shallow focal depth. The method is also applied to
scattering of teleseismic P-waves by a lithosphere with randomly
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fluctuating velocities.
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Introduction
In this paper, we will discuss applications of the Gaussian beam
method. The Gaussian beam method is a variation of both the asymptotic
ray method [Cerveny et. al., 1977] and the parabolic approximation method
[Tappert, 1976; Claerbout, 1976]. The Gaussian beam method has been
recently described in the literature by Babich and Popov [1981], Popov
[1981, 19821 and Cerveny et. al. [1982]. These studies were based on the
scalar wave equation The elastic case was first derived by Kirpicnichova
[1971] and more recently by Cerveny and Psencik [1983a] for the 2-D case
and Cerveny and Psencik [1983b] for the 3-D case.
There are three basic steps involved in the Gaussian beam method.
First, a system of rays must be traced from the source. Since high-
frequency energy flows along rays, the system of rays can be thought of as
the framework upon which the wavefield is to be built. This step requires
the numerical solution of the kinematic ray tracing system. Second, the
wave equation (elastodynamic equation) is solved in "ray centered"
curvilinear coordinates for each ray using the parabolic approximation.
This is now a local parabolic approximation related to a particular ray
trajectory. These local solutions can be expressed in terms of Gaussian
beams. The final solution is the result of superposing local solutions along
individual rays to gve an approximate global solutionL for a givcn source
condition. This step is justified by the linearity of the underlying wave
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equation.
There are several advantages to using the Gaussian beam method. In
relaticn to the asymptotic ray method, the Gaussian beam method is
always finite at caustics. In addition, no prior knowledge of caustic
locations is required as in the Maslov method [Kravtsov, 1968; Chapman
and Drurmmond, 1983]. Since the Gaussian beam method relies on local
parabolic approximations, no global direction of propagation must be
assumed as in the standard parabolic approximation. Finally, the Gaussian
beam method is comparable in cost to ray methods, and possibly even
faster since no two-point ray tracing is done.
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, a more detailed
description of the Gaussian beam method is given along with
computational procedures. Then, various examples are given in order to
illustrate different uses of the method as well as to test its validity. Two
procedures are used to test the method. First, the reciprocal theorem.
valid for an arbitrary heterogeneous medium, is applied. The discrepancy
between reciprocal seismograms is considered as a measure of the error in
the Gaussian beam solution. Second, the Gaussian beam synthesis is
applied to several cases, including the 2-D soft basin problem, for which
soluticns are known by other approximate methods. The Gaussian beam
method is then used for two applications. Fiist, the method is used to
study volcanic earthquakes recorded under Mt. St. Helens. Then, the
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method is applied to scattering of teleseismic P waves by a lithosphere with
rdndornly fluctuating velocities.
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Review of the Gaussian beam method
In this section, a more detailed description of the Gaussian beam
method is given. The discussion is limited to the 2-D case, for which the
examples are given, and follows the results of Cerveny et. al. [1982],
Cerveny and Psencik [1983a], and Cerveriy [1983].
Before solving for the rays and the beam solutions, the velocity model
must be parameterized. The velocities are input as discrete points, and
then interpolated using cubic splines. This results in continuous velocities
as well as first and second derivatives. For velocities given on a mesh in 2-
D or 3-D, this involves a tensor product of 1-D splines [De Boor, 1980].
Velocity discontinuities are included by introducing interfaces between
layers with smoothly varying velocities. Curved interfaces are input as a
discrete set of points and then spline interpolated.
Spline interpolation of the velocity may introduce some oscillation in
the interpolated function depending on the input grid values [Azbel et. al.,
1980]. Care must be taken to check the interpolated function and to have
the grid velocities change slowly. Several methods can be used to avoid the
oscillations in the interpolating function. The first is to use smoothed
splines as described by Pretlova [i9'76]. A second approach is to use
splines under tension [see Cline, 1981]. For the remainder of th:.s paper,
careful use is made of simplc bicubic spline interpolation by comparing the
desired and interpolated functions.
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The first step of the Gaussian beam method is to solve the kinematic
ray tracing system. The rays are extremal of Ferrnat's integral and are
determined by solving the ray equations:
x= opi, =--a i = 1,2 (1)
with initial conditions:
where I is the location along the ray and f is the slowness vector tangent
to the ray. In an elastic medium, the velocity, v , is either a or # . This
system can be solved by standard numerical techniques such as the
Runge-Kutta method. At an interface, Snell's law is applied locally. These
ray equations are appropriate for an isotropic nondispersive media. In an
isotropic dispersive media, wave packets will travel at the group velocity,
but their trajectories will be determined by the local phase velocity.
The second step of the Gaussian beam method involves solving the
wave equation locally in ray-centered coordinates using the parabolic
approximation. The ray-centered coordinate system is an orthogonal
curvilinear system that follows along a particular ray and was introduced
to seismology by Popov and Psencik [1976, 1978]. In a 2-D medium, the
ray-centered coordinates can be specified by the unit vector I tangent to
the ray and the unit vector A' normal to the ray (see Figure 1). An element
of infinitesimal length in the ray-centered coordinates can be written
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d91 2 = h eds2 +h2i, 2  (2)
where the scale factors, h 1 and h2, are given by
hi = i+- 1v,n h 2 = i
where v and v,, are evaluated on the central ray with n=0 . The ray-
centered coordinates comprise an orthogonal system. Since the local flow
of high-frequency energy is along rays, the ray-centered coordinate system
is an appropriate system for approximating the wave equation by local
one-way operators.
The elastodynamic equation is then written in orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates, as in Aki and Richards [1980, eqn. 2.48], using scale factors
for the ray-centered system. The basic step in deciving a one-way operator
from the elastodynamic equation is the substitution
S(s ,n ,,t) = UJ.(s ,n ,o)e * ~~(s)) (3)
where, r(s)=fv(s)-lids is the phase delay along the central ray, v(s)=a or
v (s)=#, and U is a slowly varying envelope. The envelope is then expanded
as U = V Dj -Ua . Note that this is in half powers of w~r as opposed to
i-O
the typical ray series expansion in integral powers. In 2-D, U, and U, are
the in-plane components along the ray and normal to it, and U is the out
of plane component normal to the ray. After substitution of equation (3)
into the elastodynamic equation, the resulting equations are approximated
for large u. The following results are obtained by retaining only terms of
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order zj7, y A 1, and letting v=w.1/ 2n assuming that v=O(1).
of approximation, the P and S components decouple.
wave [Cerveny and Psencik, 19831;
Va(s)p(s)
UO = 0
U6 = 0
For an incident P
(4)
where W' satisfies the following parabolic equation
2ia- a~ + W,",, -3 a a /2 Tya =0
For an incident SV wave
U-( ,v I _ #
UUS 0
U,0 = 0
U' = i UO
Ub = 0
where W satisfies the parabolic equation
2t#- 1 WO + W.#, - #-3 nn = 0
and for an incident SH wave
Uus(s __- W#(s ,v)
U, = Un = 0
with WE satisfying the same parabolic equation ds for the SV case.
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(5 )
(6)
(7)
(8)
All
To this order
velocities and densities are evaluated along the central ray. These results
were derived from asymptotic analysis of the elastodynamic equation. The
same basic parabolic equation for W can also be obtained from the eikonal
equation as shown in appendix 1.
The last term in the parabolic equation (5) or (7) comes from the
approximation of order ci
hi[ I (S ) -I, v2 WhjW- L- v W);zu (s ,n)2 h 2v (s 12
where v(s) and o),, are evaluated along the central ray, v(s,n) is the
velocity in the vicinity of the central ray, and h, is the scale factor for the
ray-centered coordinates. Without this approximation for the last term,
the parabolic equation (5) or (7) is similar in form to those given by Aki
and Richards [1980, eqn. 13.154] or Claerbout [1976, 10-3-9]. The
parabolic equation (b) or (7) is valid for small angle forward scattering
about the central ray direction assuming large scale irhomogeneities with
respect to the wavelength. In addition, the validity of the above
approximation requires that the velocities be smoothly varying within a
certain beam-width of the central ray. Since, as will be seen, the beam
solutions to (5) or (7) spread with distance, this will result in a range
limitation for the Gaussian beam method.
A particular solution to the parabolic equation (5) or (7) can be
Twrittefn as
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W(s) = _ c 2 q_ (9)
'9q(s)
where q (s) and p (s) satisfy
d rqlr 0 0l qi)aTL -U -- 2v 17J 0~ (tb
with v (s) and o, evaluated along the central ray. These are the same
equations as the dynamic ray tracing system for ray theory, except here
p(s) and q(s) have to be complex. p (s) and q (s) must also satisfy certain
conditions, among them the condition Im(p/q)>0 . In this case the
energy will be confined to a vicinity of the central ray, and the solution will
be a Gaussian beam (see Figure 1). For ray theory p and q are real, and
q(s) has the interpretation of spreading and v(s) q (s) has theg (s)
interpretation of wavefront curvature. The equations in (10) are in
transmission-line form, where the ratio p / q is related to the
characteristic admittance for the system.
The complete solution to the parabolic equation for a particular
central ray is made up of an infinite system of linearly independent beam
solutions or modes [Cerveny et.al., 1982] of the form
W = (s, v) - )'/H(vVjm(p/q))e k =0,1,2 (11)
) q 
 1
where H are hermite polynomials. Here, only the zeroth order beam
solution, (9), is used for each central ray and no mode coupling between
higher order beam solutions is assumed.
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- The localized solution to the 2-D elastodynarnic equation along a
particular cenLral ray, specified by a ray index parameter, 6, can be
written in the following form [Cerveny and Psencik, 1983a]
snp)- e 0 v(s) 2 q(s) (12)Vo (s ) p(s )q (s )
where for P waves, v(s) = a(s), [I +i- a (s ) p(s).]
f or SV waves, v(s) = #(s) =[' -t (s) ];q (s)
and for SH waves, v (s) = g(s) i = (out of plane component);
where p and q solve (10) and are in general complex, and i gives the
orientation of the displacement vector nearby the central ray. Note that
the beam solutions are valid only where the ray-coentered coordinates are
well defined and regular in some region nearby the central ray.
The beam solutions must be modified in the presence of any interfaces.
Following Popov [1982], it is assumed that to first approximation the beam
solutions, (11), for a given ray remain uncoupled at a smoothly curved
interface. Then, the particular beam solution, (9), is only modified by a
possibly complex reflection or transmission coefficient and the change in
p(s) and g:s) due to the interface. Formulas for how real-yaled p(s)
and q(s) transform at an interface are given by Cerveny and Psencik
[1979], and for curvature by Cerveny and Hron [198U0. Formulas for how
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and q(s) transform at an interface are given by
Cerveny [1983c], where the equations are written so that q(s) is a relative
spreading across each interface. This avoids writing an additional factor in
the beam amplitude.
For Gaussian beams, p (s) and q (s) can be written as (see Cerveny et.
al., 1982]
q (s) = eq 1(s) + q2 (s)
p(s) = CPi(S) +p (s)
(13)
where p(s) and q(s) satisfy equation (1-0), c is a complex valued
be determined, and q q2
linearly independent real solutions of
1/ 1
[a 1/ vo
is the fundamental matrix of
(10) with initial conditions
. From these initial conditions
q1(so
K(so) =vo eP ) 
q2(so)
inital plane wave at soutrce
-+ inital line sc.urce
Thus, the complex solution is a linear combination of
real solutions for a plane wave and line source weighted by e as in (13).
is a factor chosen so that
amplitude along: the ray, and
a) q(s)/*0; resulting in no singularities in
b) Im( )>0; implying that the solutionq (s)
is concentrated near the ray. Following Cerveny et. al. [1982], c is written
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parameter to
where vo=v(so) .
complex-valued p (s)
in the form
=So -- i 4 Lh (14)2v 0
where, geometrically, LM is the beam-width at a specific location along the
beam known as the beam waist, and So is a parameter which shifts the
location of the beam waist away from the source location, so , along the
ray. Cerveny et. al.[t982] showed that conditions a) and 6) above are both
satisfied when Lu 0. This result depends on the fact that the determinant
of the fundamental matrix above is a nonzero constant along the ray, and
therefore, q(s) and q 2 (s) cannot simultaneously be zero for a given s.
Thus, the method is constructed to ensure no singularities in amplitude.
The fundamental beam solution can now be wrttten from (12) as
8st --9- + -K(s - - n2a
1 V us) 2v L(s) (15)
vvsip(s)q(s)
where
q(s)=[So-i '1t2]q 1+q2 = complex spreading (1.6)2v0  (6
K(s) =v(s)Re[(&) ] =phase front Cu.rvatu.re of the beam (17)q(s )
v (s )[(S5pS1+p2)(SOq 1+ q2) + (L) 2 p 191]
K(s ) =2v 1
[>q + q, +
and
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L(s) = [ Im( )-1/ = beam half width (18)I 1 q (s) )
L(s) = [Lhg i2 + ( )'(Soq1+qa
cJLM
For convenience, the parameter LO will sometimes be used to specify the
initial beam-width at the beam waist. LO is specified by LM = ------ LO,
1
and is independent of frequency since from (18), LM = L(so-SO) = O( 2)
The properties of a Gaussian beam in a homogeneous medium are
briefly reviewed in Appendix 2. An example of a Gaussian beam in a
homogeneous medium with LM =I and A = M is shown in Figure 2. The
4
beam waist is located at s = 0 The solid lines show the spread of the
beam with distance and the dashed straight lines are the far field
asymptotes. The distance sc separates the columnated near zone from
the diverging far zone of the beam and is proportional to the initial beam
width squared over the wavelength. The near zone has planar phase fronts
while the far zone diverges as if from a point. By adjusting the initial
beam-width, the beam-width observed at a given station range can be
changed. Adjusting the initial beam-width so that the station distance is
just sc results in the smallest possible beam-width at the station. This will
be calhed the critic-, 1 initial bearn-width for a given stanton range. It also
places the station just between the columnated planar part of the beam
and the far field spreading part. For a homogeneous medium the critical
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initial beam-width is Lm, = VXs/nT. For the general inhomogeneous case
Lu,=( ( )1/2(i SOq + q 2 j~v2 (19)
[see Cerveny et.al., 1982]
An alternative way to generate a Gaussian beam in a homogeneous
medium is to use an initial planar Gaussian amplitude distribution and
diffract it using the Fresnel diffraction integral [see Marcuse, 1982]. Since
the Gaussian beam is a kicwn solution to the Fresnel integral fcr a given
initial amplitude distribution, the field from an arbitrary initial amplitude
distribution can be approximated as a sum of basis Gaussian beams.
The final step of the Gaussian beam method is a superposition of beam
solutions to represent a given source using the proper weight functions,
cb(d), where & is the ray index parameter. For an initial line source, 6
represents an initial takeoff angle for a given ray. For an initial plane
wave, 6 represents the distance along the wavefront for a given ray. Each
beam solution solves the wave equation in the vicinity of a ray, and
together, the weighted superpostion approximately satisfies a source
condition for a given source. Thus, the following integral over ray index
parameter and frequency can be written
where, Y(s) is the source spectra, and dO , 6 define the range of the ray
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index parameter. 6o and &J must be chosen to adequately cover the
area of interest with rays. Using the slowness approach [Chapman, 1978]
6M
G ( =,t)  (6) (zt ,6)d 6 (21)
where '(1,t) is a wave packet [see Cerveny, 1983]. In the examples, F(:;)
is the source spectra for the following damped cosine wavelet [see Cerveny
et.al., 1977]
f (t) = exp(-(Cjt/Y)2)cos( t +P) (22)
Using this source wavelet, the wave packet 1(f,t,6) is approximately
Gaussian in both time and space [Cerveny, 1983]. Equation (21) is then
approximated by the finite sum
)V
71 (,t )= E (6j)p(3t,64)36 (23)
i =0
where A6 must be chosen small enough to smoothly interpolate the beam
solutions and to adequately sample the medium.
The weight factors t(6) for a given source must then be specified.
The weight function for an acoustic line source is given by Popov [1982]
and Cerveny et. al. [1982], and for a plane wave by Cerveny [1982]. In
Appendix 3, the weight function for a 2-D point force in an elastic medium
is obtained by comparing the Gaussian beam superposition with the exact
plane wave decompositi'on.
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There are thus several free parameters when computing the Gaussian
beam solution for a given problem: 6o, og, and A6 for the finite sum, the
initial beam-width at the beam waist LM, and the shift of the beam waist
away from the source given by the parameter So. The sensitivity of the
method on these parameters, particularly LM, will be investigated in several
of the following examples.
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Applications
In this section, several applications of the Gaussian beam method are
given in order to illustrate the uses of the method and test its range of
applicablitiy. The computer program for the Gaussian beam synthesis was
modified from the ray tracing program, RAYS 1, written by I. Psencik [1983].
For all examples, the slowness method is used in which the frequency
integral is evaluated first assuming Gaussian packets and a damped cosine
source wavelet [Cerveny, 1983].
Exa.mple A
In this example, an initial plane wave in a homogeneous medium is
decomposed into a number of centered Gaussian beams. Each beam is
propagaled along the straight line rays shown in Figure 3a. The initial
plane wave is located at z=-50 km. The station is showr by the triangle at
x=25 km, z=0 km. The velocity is 6 km/sec and the source wavelet
parameters are, f =2 hz, 7=4, o=o (see eqn. (22) ). The contribution of
each beam to the resulting sum is shown for 3 different initial beam-widths
in Figures 3b-d. The initial beam-width is represented by LO , a frequency
independent parameter where L&=( -- ) LO. LW has units of km and LO
has units of em 1 ''2 . For this example, L-=.98Lo . The value L= kmr' 2
repieseints the critical initial beam-width thaL gives the smallest beam-
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width at the station range of 50 km. Larger than critical initial beam-
widths result in planar beams at the receiver, while smaller than critical
initial beam-widths result in diverging phase fronts at the receiver as if
from a point.
The 'ray number' in Figures 3b-d represents the cay index parameter,
which for this example measures distance along the initial plane wavefront.
The initi.al ray spacing is 2 km. The rays in the ray diagram (Figure 3a) are
assigned a number from 1 to 25. The beam going directly to the station
follows along ray number 13. The scaled sum for each initial beam-width is
shown to the right in Figures 3b-d.
For LO=1 km 112 , less than critical, only a limited number of beams
around the direct ray contribute to the resulting sum due to phase
interference (see Figure 3d). There is also a spurious end effect in the
resulting sum caused by lack of cancellation of the end beams. As the
initial beam-width is changed to Lo=7 kmva , near critical, again only a
limited number of beams contribute to the resulting sum (see Figure 3c).
This is now caused by amplitude decay of beams away from the station.
The spurious end effects have been avoided in the resulting sum by using
the critical initial beam-width. Finally for Lo=100 kmv1 , larger than
critical, the beams are more planar at the station distance and no
arnplitude1 c: phase interferorce Lmits the number of rays cont ibutin; to
the resul g sum (Figure 3b;. The sum will then depend on the ray
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aperture used.
Figure 3e shows the amplitude of the resulting sum as a function of
initial beam-width. The critical initial beam-width is shown. The true
amplitude at the receiver is one. For larger than critical initial beam-
widths, the amplitude of the Gaussian beam sum falls off since a finite
aperture of rays is used.
The following comments can be made concerning decomposing an
initial plane wave in a homogeneous medium into Gaussian beams. For
larger than critical initial beam-widths, the amplitude is not stable using a
finite ray aperture. For near critical initial beam-widths, the result is
stable by amplitude decay of beams away from the receiver. The end
effects are avoided here by amplitude decay. Fo-)r smaller than critical
initial beam-widths, a stable result occurs by phase interference, but
spurious end effects are noticeable in the resulting sum. This is similar to
a decomposition of the initial wavefrcnt into point-like sources as viewed
at the receiver.
Example B
In this example, an initial half plane is decomposed into Gaussian
bearns. The half plane is located at ad epLh of 2.5 km anid LerrminaLes at
x=15 km as seen in Figure 'a. Receivers are located on the surface from
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12 to 18 km with a spacing of 0.2 km. The velocity is 2.5 km./sec and the
source wavelet parameters are, f =20 hz, y=4, p0=7/2 
Thc initial bcarn-width, Lm, is rclatCd to LO by LM = 0.2LQ. Thc
critical value of LO for a receiver range of 2.5 km is LO,,= =1.58 km 1/.
Figure 4b shows the resulting seismograrrs for LO=l.5 km'1 2. Since the
initial amplitude on the edge of the half plane goes to zero gradually over
0.3 km. the amplitude at the receivers smoothly goes to zero at x=15 km
with no evident edge diffraction. When LO is reduced to .05 km 2 , the
initial amplitude on the edge of the half plane goes to zero much more
sharply. A diffracted wave from the edge of the half plane can now be seen
(Figure 4c).
Example C
In this example, the decomposition of a line source in a homogeneous
medium into Gaussian beams is investigated. Each beam is propagated
along the rays shown in the ray diagram in Figure 5a, for a source at x=25
km, z=-50 km. The station at which the resulting sum is evaluated in shown
by the triangle locatcd at x=25 km, z=0 km. The vcocity is 6 km/soc and
the source wavelet parameters are, f =2 hz, 7=4, ;0=0 . The contribution
of each beam to the resulting sum at the station is shown for three initial
beam-widths in Figures 5b-d. The initial beam-width is represented by LO
where, L=.98Lo. The 'ray number' corresponds to the ray index
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paraneter which for this case is the initial takeoff angle at the source. The
rays in the ray diagram (Figure 4a) are assigned a number from 1 to 18.
The beam going directly to the station is represented by ray number 10.
The scaled sum for each initial beam-width is shown to the right in Figures
5b-d.
The initial beam-width of Lo=10 km a"2 is slightly larger than the
critical value of LO=7 km 1/ 2 . For a given station distance, LO equal to
critical separates planar beams from the beams that diverge as if from a
point. For Lo=100 kin1/ 2 , larger than critical, only a limited number of
beams contribute around the direct ray due to phase interference (see
Figure 5b). A noticeable end effect from the finite ray aperture can be
seen in the sum. For Lo=10 km'/3, again only a limited number of rays
about the direct ray contribute to the sum (see Fig ure 5c). This is now due
to amplitude decay of beams away from the station. The end effects have
been avoided in this case. For Lo=t kmve , smaller than critical, neither
amplitude or phase interference limits the number of beams contributing
about the direct ray (see Figure 5d). The result then will depend on the
ray aperture used.
The amplitude of the Gaussian beam seismogram as a function of
initPia beam-width is shown in Figure 53. The amplitulde of 1.0 in Figure 5e
Sorrcsponds to the amplitude of the far field approximation for a line
source, where U(D) -r . For r=50 km,
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| U(D)| = .01949. The amplitude of the Gaussian beam sum for
Lo =tO km 1 2 is UcI = .01958 . For larger than critical initial beam-
widths, the amplitude of the Gaussian beam synthesis is stable within 1% of
the far field line source solution. For smaller than critical initial beam-
widths, the amplitude of the Gaussian beam sum falls off.
The following conclusions can be made concerning decomposing a line
source into Gaussian beams. For larger than critical LO , a stable result
occurs by phase interference. This is similar to a decomposition of a line
source into plane waves. Spurious end effects occur for this case due to
the finite ray aperture. Using the critical LO , a stable result occurs by
amplitude decay and end effects are avoided. Finally for smaller than
critical Lo , the amplitude is not stable.
Example D
In this example, an SH line source abuve a welded interface is
investigated. The velocities are 3.7 km/sec over 4.6 km/sec with the
source and receivers located 30 km above the interface. The receivers
range from 20 km to 200 km with a spacing of 20 km. The model is shown in
Figure 6a.
Figura Sb shows the seismograms computed using th3 Cagniard
method [s.ee Aki and Richards, 1980]. The Cagniard result is convolved with
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a source wavelet with parameters f =3 hz, 7=4, 70=0 , and the
seismograms are plotted in reduced time, T-X/4.6 . The precritical
reflection coefficient goes to zero near 60 km and then changes sign. The
critical distance is located at 81.2 km, and the amplitude becomes large at
a distance slightly greater than the critical distance. For post-critical
distances, total reflection occurs with a phase shift. A small head wave can
also be seen emerging past the critical distance. The Gaussian beam result
using a larger than critical initial beam-width, L0=75 km1 1 2 , is shown in
Figure 6c. The Gaussian beam result is similar to the Cagniard result,
including the head wave phase. But, there also exists a spurious end effect
cutting across the Gaussian beam seismograms from about 6 seconds at
100 km to about 12 seconds at 200 km.
The Gaussian beam result for three initial beam-widths is shown in
Figures 7a-c. The value of Lo equal to 20 is slightly larger than critical
for the farthest station. For Lo=20 knv/2 , the small head wave phase is
not generated, but the other phases compare with the Cagniard result. For
Larger Lo , the head wave begins to form. In addition, an unwanted end
effect begins to appear.
Examp!e 41
In this example, the effect of a single caustic in a layer over a gradient
is reviewed. This is a standard example, but illustrates several features of
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the Gaussian beam solution [see Cerveny et. al., 1977; Cerveny et. al., 1982;
Mimes and Cerveny, 1983]. The velocity model is constant to 15 km with a
velocity of 5.6 km/sec and increases linearly from 15 km down to 40 km
with a velocity of 8 km/sec. The ray diagram is shown in Figure 8a using
36 rays and a ray spacing of 1 degree. The wavelet parameters are
f =4 hz, y=3, ;0=0.0 .
A caustic intersects the surface at 120 km. Ray theory would predict
an infinite amplitude at the caustic and no energy in the caustic shadow.
The Gaussian beam seismograms are shown in Figure 8b-c for two initial
beam-widths, Lo=8 kmv/2 near the average critical value for the set of
rays, and Lo=128 km 1" 2 . So is chosen Lo be 0.0, locaLing the beam-waist
at the source. The Gaussian beam seismograms show several interesting
features including, the shift of the peak amplitu;de to the right of the
caustic location and the penetration of energy into the caustic shadow. As
a result of phase interference between beams, the L0 =128 km 1 / 2 does not
penetrate any further into the caustic shadow than the LO=8 kml/ 2
solution. But, spurious phases can be seen in the Lo=128 km 1 1 2 solution
which don't quite cancel with the ray set used.
In order to investigate how each beam contributes to the final
scismograms, the dL:ividual beam solutions are plottcd for sevecral station
locations and initial beam-widths. The results for a station at 140 km are
shown in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows the ray diagram using 18 rays and a
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ray 'spacing of 2 degrees. The station is located by the triangle, and two
geometric arrivals are seen to arrive at this station. Figures 9b-c shows
the Individual beam contributions for Lo=8 km 1 1 2 and Lo=i28 km we
The 'ray number' represents the ray index parameter. The rays are here
simply indexed from I to 18 from a shallow initial takeoff angle to a steep
initial takeoff angle from horizontal. The two geometric arrivals are seen
in the scaled sum to the right in Figures 9b-c.
For L=8 kmva , near the average critical value, the energy is
concentrated around the two direct beams to the station with ray numbers
4 and 17. The individual beam wavelets in Figure 9b map out a curve which
has stationary points corresponding to Lhe direcL beaim to the station.
For Lo=128 knv, the energy is more evenly distributed among the
beams as seen in Figure 9c. The beam solutions away from the stationary
points now phase interfere giving a similar resulting sum as for the
Lo=8 kml/2 case.
For very large LO , each beam solution is effectively an initial plane
wave contribution. For a large LO and a one dimensional medium, the
individual beam contributions in phase time and ray number are similar to
plane wave decompositions in phase time, E = -r + px , and horizontal ray
parameter [sce Chapmar, 1978].
Figure 10 shows the results for a station at x=120 km, where the
caustic intersects the surface. Here the two geometric arrivals merge as
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one.' Figure 10b shows the individual beam contributions for Lo = 8km 1 2
Again the 'ray number' represents the ray index parameter and indexes
the rays from I to 18. There is now only one stationary point in the curve
represented by the locus of individual beam wavelets, located at ray
number 10. The result for Lo=128 km 1 / 2 is shown in Figure 10c. The sum
shows a spurious end effect caused by the lack of cancellation of the end
beams. The Lo=8 km1/ 2 case avoids this end effect by amplitude decay of
beams away from the station.
In Figure 1 , the beam contributions are shown for a station at x=1 10
km in the caustic shadow. Here no geometric arrival occurs and the
individual beam wavelets shown in Figures 11 b-c have no stationary points.
The Lo=8 km 1 / 2 case shows a clean resulting sum, whereas the the
Lo=128 km 1 2 case shows spurious end effects which are the same order as
the actual signal.
Example F
In this example, the effect of caustics on q(s) is investigated. The
caustics result from multiple bounces of rays in a surface waveguide. The
velocity model consists of a 0.1 km homogeneous surface layer having a
velocity of 1.8 km/sec over a linear velocity gradient from 1.8 km/sec to
5.6 km/sec at 5 0 km. The ray diagram for a source in the thin surface
layer is shown in Figure 12a. The complex function q'(s), is shown in
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Figure 12b as a function of distance along the ray. q(s) is a relative
spreading across each interface and for this case is related Lo q(s) by
qr(s) = (-i)'q(s) = (-i)"'[eqj(s) + q2(s)1
where a,. is the number of reflections from an interface. q(s) is the
actual spreading factor which occurs in the amplitude of the beam [see
Cerveny and Psencik, 1983c]. For simplicity, the parameter C is set to
-i . The horizontal scale for q'(s) is ten times larger than the vertical
scale.
For ray theory, caustics occur when q2 (s) = ReaL(q(s)) goes to zero.
Several zero crossings for Reat(q(s)) are shown in Figure 12b, for
example, between points b and c. By combining the results for an initial
plane wave and an initial line source, the magnitude of the complex
function gr(s) never equals zero. In Figure 12b, the plot of q'(s) cycles
counterclockwise about the origin, but never passes through it.
Using ray theory, a phase advance of ir/ 2 must be introduced at each
caustic. This is done using the KMAH index. Using a complex qr(s), the
phase of q(s) automatically changes by nr between zero crossings of
real(qr(s)) . Thus, as long as the phase of q'(s) is kept continuous,
taking a square root results in the proper nmber of ir/ 2 phase shifts.
Example G
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In this example the effect of the scale of a velocity inhomogeneity on
the Gaussian beam solution is investigated. A single heterogeneity is
considered with an incident plane wave impinging from below. The
background velocity is 6 km/sec and the wavelet parameters are,
f =1 hz, y=4, 7o=0 . The velocity heterogeneity is circular and the velocity
varies smoothly in a Gaussian manner. The radius of the heterogeneity
ranges from 15 to 25 km with a velocity contrast of 10% lower than the
background. The Gaussian beam solution is then compared with the finite
difference solution of the 45 degree parabolic equation typically used in
seismic exploration and forward scattering simulations [see Claerbout,
1976]. The ray diagram for a 25 km radius heterogeneity is shown in
Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the seismograms for an inhomogeneity with a radius
of 25 krm, a velocity contrast of 10%, a distance from the initial wavefront
to the heterogeneity of 50 km, and a distance from the initial wavefront to
the stations of 120 km. The finite difference solution of the parabolic
equation, Parab45, is shown in Figure 14a. Figures 14b-d show the
Gaussian beam solutions for three initial beam-widths. The critical initial
beam-width for the station distance in a homogeneous medium is
LO, = 11 km"v2 . From the results of Example A, the decomposition of an
initial plane wave in a homogeneous medium requires initial bearrrwidths
comparable or smaller than the critical initial beam-width for the receiver
distance. The maximum amplitude for each solution is shown in Figure 14.
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The Gaussian beam results for the different initial beam-widths are seen to
be stable and compare with the Parab45 result.
Figure 14 also shows the beam-width in km at the inhomogeneity
distance for each initial beam-width solution. The smallest beam-width at
the heterogeneity distance is 14 km resulting from an initial beam width of
Lo=7 km 1 , and is smaller than the heLerogeneity radius. From example
A, this smallest beam-width defines the zone of contributing beams to the
final sum. For smaller than critical initial beam-widths a similar limited
region is defined by phase interference about the stationary direct arrival
and is related to the first Fresnel zone.
Figure 15 shows the same experiment, except now the initial wavef ront
is 140 km from the heterogeneity and 210 km from the stations. The
Parab45 result is shown in Figure 15a, and the Gaussian beam seismograms
for four initial beam-widths are shown in Figures 15b-e. Due to the spread
of the beams with distance, the beam-widths at the heterogeneity are
larger than the previous case. The smallest beam-width at the
heterogeneity distance is 23 km and is just slightly smaller than the
heterogeneity radius. The Gaussian beam results are still stable and
compare with the Parab45 result. The Lo=4 km 1 2 result has a much
larger beam-width of 50 km at the heterogeneity distance but the number
of beams contributing is now limited by phase interference. The amplbtude
for this case is fairly stable but a spurious secondary phase can be seen.
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hn the final case, the inhomogeneity radius is reduced to 15 km with a
velocity contrast of 10%, a distance from the initial wavefront to the
heterogeneity of 30 km, and a distance from the initial wavefront to the
stations of 210 km. The Parab45 result is shown in Figure 16a. The
Gaussian beam results are shown in Figures 16b-e for several initial beam-
widths. For this case the Gaussian beam amplitudes are less stable. The
Gaussian beam solution with the smallest beam-width at the heterogeneity
compares best with the Parab45 result. All the Gaussian beam solutions
have a larger secondary arrival than the Parab45 solution. This may in
part be due to dip filtering in the Parab45 formulation.
These preliminary results indicate that when using the Gaussian beam
method in a heterogeneous medium, the critical beam-width be smaller
than the heterogeneity scale. This is more restrictive than simply small
wavelength with respect to heterogeneity scale, and is related to the
approximation made in the final term in equations (5) or (7). This
restriction is similar to that given for geometric optics by Kravtsov and
Orlov [1980] in which the medium and wave parameters must be slowly
varying over the first Fresnel zone.
ETample H
In this example, SII waves in a 2-D basin structure are investigated.
This problem has been studied by a number of investigators using
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techniques including; finite difference, finite element, discrete
wavenumber, and Glorified Optics(a ray method) [Boore et. al., 1971; Hong
and Helmberger, 1977; Bard and Bouchon, 1980; Aki and Richards, 1980].
The basin structure varies in thickness from 1 km at the edge to 6 km in
the center over a range of 25 km. The interface has a cosine shape. The
material parameters in the basin are vl=.7 km/sec and p 1=2.0 gm/cm3
and the material parameters of the basement are v2=3.5 km/sec and
p2=3.3gm/cm3
Figure 17 shows the ray diagrams for the direct wave and the first 2
bounces. The rays represent an upward traveling SH plane wave normally
incident from below. The Gaussian beam synthesis was made up of 12
bounces. The incident plane wave was expressed by equally spaced rays in
the basement. No two-point ray tracing was required; the rays were simply
allowed to reverberate in the basin. For this case, 150 rays were used with
a ray spacing of 1 km.
The damped cosine source wavelet used in the Gaussian beam
synthesis (see eqn. 21) was adjusted to simulate an often used Ricker
wavelet [see Bard and Bouchon, 1980]. In Figure 10, the solid line is the
Ricker wavelet, and the dashed line is the damped cosine wavelet used in
the Gaussian beam synthesis with T=16.5 sec and 7=3.2 . The value of
LO was set at 2.0 km 1 / 2 .
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Figure 19 shows a comparison of four different methods for the 2-D
basin structure. The Gaussian beam seismograms have been added to
Figure 13.26 in Aki and Richards [1980]. The center of the basin is marked
as 0 km, and the edge of the basin as 20 km. For each distance, the
Gaussian beam seismogram is at the bottom. The second phase on the
seismograms represents energy propagating across the basin. The
seismograms calculated by the Gaussian beam method compare well with
the other solutions at the earlier portions of the seismograms.
Discrepancies among the various methods are evident in the latter
portions of the seismograms. This may be due to the fact that both the
Gaussian beam method and Glorified Optics are high-frequency methods,
while the discrete wavenumber method is applicable over a broader range
of frequencies.
Example I
In this example, the Gaussian beam method is applied to the study of
volcanic earthquakes under Mt. St. Helens. During the summer of 1981, a
9-station array was deployed on the flanks and within the crater of the Mt.
St. Helens volcano. This was a joint effort undertaken by Oregon State
University., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the U.S. Geological
Survey [Fehler and Chouet, 1982. Two of the more significant
observations of the recorded high-frequency volcanic events were. 1) the
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arrival times at the crater station were between 0.4 and 0.7 seconds earlier
than those at the flank stations, and 2) the amplitudes at the crater
station were about 10 times greater than those recorded at the flank
stations.
Figure 20 shows the 2-D model of the velocity structure which was
tentatively adopted for Mt. St. Helens. This model is based on evidence
obtained by various workers on Mt. St. Helens [Malone, 1982] as well as on
other similar types of volcanoes such as St. Augustine in Alaska [Kienle et.
al., 1979] and Showa-shinzan in Japan [Hayakawa, 1957]. In all these cases,
the internal structure of a volcano is depicted.as a high-velocity central
body with a P velocity of about 4 km/sec covered by lower-velocity surflcial
layers.
It was first thought that the observed high amplitude and early arrival
time could be explained by locating the earthquake foci at the bottom of
the hypothesized high-velocity column. Figure 20 shows the ray diagram
for a focus located 3.5 km below the summit. The high-velocity column
tends to cause energy to diverge from the summit. Vertical component
Gaussian beam seismograms for stations located across the volcano from
2.5 km to 7.5 km along the surface are shown in Figure 21 using
freqencies of 5, 10, and 20 Hz. The amplitudes at the flank stations
appear to be comparable to those at the crater, and the differences in
arrival time are within 0.25 seconds.
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If the focal depth is moved upward to 1 km below the summit, the
seismic signal changes dramatically. The ray diagram for a focus I km
below the summit is shown in Figure 20. In this case, the ray paths going
directly upward are dense and short, while those toward the flank of the
volcano are sparse and take a detour. The resultant seismograms for 5, 10,
and 20 Hz are shown in Figure 22. These show an amplitude at the crater
station an order of magnitude greater than at the flank stations, and
about 0.5 sec earlier arrival, in agreement with observation.
In order to check the accuracy of the computed seismograms,
reciprocal seismograms were compared in Figure 23. In case A, a 2-D
vertical point force is applied at a point 3.5 km beneath the summit, and
the receiver is on the flank of the volcano. In case B, the vertical point
force is on the flank of the volcano and the receiver is located 3.5 km
beneath the sumnit. The free surface is neglected here. The vertical
component seismograms are shown, for both cases, for frequencies of 5,
10, and 20 Hz. There is a satisfactory agreement in waveform for all three
frequencies. The amplitudes agree to within 1% for 20 Hz, 6% for 10 Hz,
and 12% for 5 Hz, showing better accuracy for higher frequencies, as
expected.
Thus, t'he P-velocity structure depicted in Figur9 20 and Focal depths
less than 1 km from the summit can explain the two signincant
observations. A similar observation was made for St. Augustine volcano by
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Lalla and Kienle [1982], who found a correlation between the amplitude
ratio of summit to flank stations and the focal depth. For focal depths
shallower than about 2 km, the summit amplitude was greater by an order
of magnitude than the flank amplitude, and for deeper events, the opposite
was observed.
In any case, the sensitivity of the seismic signal to the focal depth is
strong, due to the heterogeneous structure under a volcano. This result
also suggests a promising way of accurately lodating volcanic earthquakes
using variations in amplitude as well as in arrival time.
Example J
In this final example, the Gaussian beam method is used to study the
influence of small-scale fluctuations on teleseismic P-waveforms. The
models consist of several realizations of a lithosphere with randomly
fluctuating velocities. The layer thickness is 120 km with a correlation
length of 15 km. The average velocity is 8 km/sec and the root mean
square fluctuation is 3%, roughly representing the results obtained for
LASA [Aki, 1973; Capon, 1974].
Normally distributed random velocities were used to construct a 2-D
velocity grid with a 15-km spacing between mesh points. This was then
interpolated using biCubic splines to give continuous velocities as well as
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first and second derivatives. The first realization for the randomly
fluctuating velocities is shown in Figure 24. Above is shown a contour plot
of the random velocities contoured at 0.1 km/sec interval. Below is shown
a printer plot of the random velocities where each integer on the plot
represents a 0.3 km/sec velocity interval and the integer "4" represents
the velocity interval 7.7 to 8.0 km/sec.
Figure 25 shows, the ray diagram for a vertically incident plane wave
perturbed by the random velocity layer. The receivers are located just
above the random layer at z=75 km. The range of receivers is from 125 to
275 km, spaced at 5 km intervals. Figure 26 shows the resulting wavefneld
for two dominant frequencies, 2 liz and 1 Iz. The amplitude and phase
have both been signiicantly distorted by the random velocity layer. A
multipath effect can also be seen in the range from 130 to 160 kr. No
significant P coda with a duration beyond about 3 seconds has developed
as a result of the random velocity layer.
In order to check the accuracy of the method for this example,
seismograms from reciprocal geometries have been compared using a 2-D
point force as a source. The first comparison, shown in Figure 27, is for a
source and receiver 300 km above and below the random velocity layer. In
this geometry, the rays for the reciprocal cases sample the same region of
the random layer. There is a good agreement in waveshape between
reciprocal cases. Also, the amplitudes agree within 5%. For this case, the
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parameter, So, was specifned to put the minimum beam width (beam waist)
just before the ray entered the random layer, and LO was specified as
12. km
In addition to reciprocity checks, the calculation was repeated using
the finite difference solution of the 45 degree equation [Claerbout, 1976].
Figure 28 shows a comparison between the parabolic result, Parab45, and
the the Gaussian beam result for the 1 hz case. The results are similar in
the significant details.
In Figure 29, a second realization for the random velocity layer is
shown. The perturbed rays for an incident plane wave are shown in Figure
30. The wavefnelds observed on the surface of the random velocity layer
for the two dominant frequencies of 2 Hz and I Hz are shown in Figure 31.
This realization perturbs the wavefleld less than the previous realization.
The results have been checked using reciprocity and compared against the
Parab45 solution and showed good agreement. For this realization, a
comparison has been made between the In-amplitude and the residual
phase delay. This is shown in Figure 32. The positive correlation between
In(A) and the phase delay residual is in agreement with observations of
teleseismic P waves at the Montana LASA by Aki [1973].
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Conclusions
There are several advantages in using the Gaussian beam method.
First, the method is always finite at caustics. In addition, no prior
knowledge of caustic locations is required as in other methods. Next, since
the Gaussian beam method relies on local parabolic approximations, no
global direction of propagation must be assumed as in the standard
parabolic approximation. Finally, the Gaussian beam method is
comparable in cost to ray methods, and possibly faster since no two-point
ray tracing is done.
The Gaussian beam result depends on the choice of the initial beam-
width. The expansion of a plane wave by Gaussian beams in a
homogeneous medium requires initial beam-widths comparable or smaller
than the critical initial beam width for a given station distance. This is
similar to an expansion of an initial plane wave into point-like sources as
viewed from the station. The approximate expansion of a line source into
Gaussian beams in a homogeneous medium requires initial beam-widths
comparable or larger than the critical initial beam-width. This is similar to
an expansion of a line source into plane waves. The use of initial beam-
widths near critical avoids end effects but doesn't simulate certain arrivals,
such az head waves in the welded interfare example
The Gaussian beam method in a hcterogcneous medium has been
tested using two approaches. The first is the application of the reciprocal
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theorem where the discrepancy between seismograms calculated for
reciprocal cases is considered as a measure of error. The second is the
application of the Gaussian beam method to cases, including the 2-D basin
problem, which have solutions from other approximate methods.
Preliminary results for a single heterogeneity using the finite difference
solution to the parabolic equation and the Gaussian beam method gave
best comparisons for critical beam-widths sraller than the heterogeneity
scale.
The Gaussian beam method was then applied to the study of volcanic
earthquakes under Mt. St. Helens. The observed differences in amplitude
and arrival time between a station inside the crater and those at the flank
can be explained by the combined effects of an anomalous velocity
structure and a shallow focal depth. The method was also applied to study
the influence of small-scale velocity fluctuations on teleseismic P
waveforms. Significant amplitude and phase fluctuations due to a
lithosphere with randomly fluctuating velocities were found, in agreement
with observations by Aki [1973] at the Montana LASA.
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Appendix 1
In this appendix, we give a derivation of the parabolic equation from
the eikonal equation [see Gloge and Marcuse, 1969; and Marcuse, 1982]. By
considering a variable endpoint in Fermat's
Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be obtained
Vr: 2 = -2
The
integral,
rays are the characteristics of this equation.
the eikonal or
(Al..1)
In ray-centered
coordinates, the eikonal equation can be written
- L(1 -v 2( g e)2]1/2 = 0as V 66
where h, is the scale factor in (2). The Hamiltonian is written as
H(npa) = -h 1 -[I -v a2a1-
and p, =
on
is the slowness in the n direction and is identified as the
generalized momentum. The Hamiltonian can be approximated to second
order about the central ray [see Cerveny, 1981] as:
H(n,p) = -1+L 3pa+ -ar~ m
V 2 2
(AI.4)
Following Marcuse [1982]. a parabolic equation can be derived by treating
all variables as operators. By analogy to quantum mechanics
(A1.5)H -i a6s
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(A1.2)
(A1.3)
n -+ n, pn ->-K1, dn
where ic is a parameter to be determined. Applying the operator H to a
wave function, ,
K =H (A1.6)
Using equations (A1.4) and (AI.5), this is written
,+ V,- += (A1.7)
Writing in terms of the envelope, ip=We 4f ,)and assuming
v=C /2n where v=O(1) , gives
2i , + W - 3 , _vL/2W + 2 
_ 2 
-
Letting c=w-1 gives
W, + W' - U (S)-3, V W (A1.9)
This is equivalent to the parabolic equation in (7) derived from asymptotic
analysis. Note that in quantum mechanics =-=- where h is Planck's
2nr
A0constant, but here K=vo--. vo can be avoided here by writing the
2 7
eikonal equation (A1.2) in terms of r'=vor. Classical ray theory is valid
when X0 is much smaller than the heterogeneity scale. The natural analogy
betveen mechanics and ray theory thus provides a link between the
eikonal equation and the parabolic equation. Further results from this
analogy can be found in Marcuse [1982] and Marcuvitz [1980].
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Appendix 2
In this appendix, a brief review of the properties of a Gaussian beam in
a homogeneous medium is given. From the dynamic ray tracing equations,
(10), and the initial conditions for a plane wave and line source, one
obtains
q 1(s)=1 p 1 (s )=0
q2 (s)=s -sO p 2 (s )=l/ vo (A2.1)
For the source at so=0, with the beam waist at the source, So=0, and using
(16), the complex spreading can be written
q (s)= -i L (A2.2)
where LM is the initial beam-width at the beam waist. The beam-width can
be written from (17) as
L(s) = Lu[1 + ( X) (A2.3)
nrLS
The phase front curvature can be written from (18) as
K(s) = 2
s[1 +(--) jXs
At the beam waist, L(s)=Lv and K(s)=0.O . Thus at the beam waist, the
trnimum beam-width is acheived and the wavefront ;s planar. As s+
the angular spread or the far field diffraction angle can be defined as
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T[ lL(s)a
This leads to the uncertainty relation
rpL_ 
- A (A2.5)
For a small LW Lhere is a large far-field spread, whereas for a large LM,
there is a small far-field spread. The distance sc at which the beam-width
starts to significantly differ from the initial beam-width is
S 
-
- + sc = , -% (A2.6)
This is similar to the Fraunhofer range for an aperture of radius C. which
has the form s>> c. For Is!>>sc, K(s)oo-, which is the curvature of theA s
wavefront for a line source. Extrema in the curvature occur at Is =sC.
The critical value of Ly is the one which gives the smallest beam-width,
L(s), at the receiver distance, s. In a homogeneous medium, this places
the rec eiver distance at s =sc . Thus from (A2.6), L =Vs/.
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Appendix 3
In this appendix, the weight function (D(6) for a 2-D point force in an
elastic medium is obtained by comparing the Gaussian beam synthesis with
the exact plane-wave decomposition. For a general point force at the
origin directed in the z 3 direction, the displacement field for an isotropic,
homogeneous medium is given by
T4 = (37/i73 - 13)( + )r-3 - (7073.- 60) (#2r)-1] e (A3.1)4nTp iw# CJ
.r
-[ (3773 - 6i3)( + 2)r - - 77 3(ar)-114-rp teao c'
[Aki and Richards, 1980], where a time dependence of e-C-t is assumed,
and the direction cosines of 9 are given by 7i=xi/r . In order to express
the above displacement as an integral superposition of plane waves, the
Weyl integral is used to obtain
a 6 e ' ] = ~f k e***c*dk1dk2 (A3.2)
dx 3 dzi r 2T
= C2[(3773 - 6i3)( r + $2)r -7 73 (C 2r)-1e C
where k = + W2k-k 2-k2 ,and c is either a or # . Then, for the 3-D
point force
4 = 2 kei(kizi+kaZ2+kazas)dika (A3.3)2r a ffkie dk 1d 281T Mc -
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+ - | ff[kBnpc~ 2 ..
-
6
'3 ]e(k* *+kz2+kp3)dk1dk2
k e#2
Now we will investigate the "P-wave" integral alone, and integrate with
respect to z 2 to obtain the line force solution. Thus
(A3.4)U UId a 2 e i(k iz1 +kaZa)dk
4rrp w
where ka = k3 = +V (C )2-k . Leti3 be the angle with the x 3 axis, then
k i= sini3 and k 3 = cos13. Now, writing the integral over 0 ,a a
ax 2 ia(zjsind6+z 3cosif)
ULI = f U1dx 2  f cossin3e a
Q)7n 41Tpa 2
a 2
+ i
UL3 = f U2dz 2
a
2 . i (z sind+3zcosO)
= - 4ipa 2  so e " d VS4n~pa
The Gaussian beam solution for a homogeneous medium is written
IT
2
UGBCJ) = f od(6)u6 (snc6)d6
72
2
2 /(pq Pi-.nL
UGB(X, Cj) =fv( v ap q0 ea 2 q d 6
iT p
(A3.6)
where it has been assumed that cP(6) has the form, cD(6)='(6) apoqo
For a homogeneous medium,
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(A3.5)
q=r+e, q 0 =e
P9V0 1, PoO 1
-vo[r+e]
where e=So-i---Li . To compare with the plane wave solution, let LM -* oo2 00
and let 6 =O . Then
2 (z isind+z 3c osd)
UGB(1,cw) f '(i)e a d 3 (A3.7)
Comparison with (A3.5) gives
icosi,
4npoaca
and
4 = /2 4 a3/ 2  (A3.8)
where 4(i) is the approximate weight for the Gaussian beam
representation of P-wave radiation from a 2-D point force, and 13 is the
angle between the directiqn of the point force and the beam direction.
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LIst of figures
Figure 1 Ray centered coordinate system in 2-D. The beam solution is
concentrated near the ray and has a Gaussian shape.
Figure 2 A Gaussian beam in a homogeneous medium with LM = 1. and
A = Tr/4.
Figure 3 Superposition of Gaussian beams to represent an initial plane
wave in a homogeneous medium. a) ray diagram for initial plane wave
at z=-50. km. Individual beam contributions indexed by ray number
along the wavefront and the resulting sum for three initial beam-widths
b) Lo=100 kmv'2 , c) Lo=? km1 2 , and d) Lo=1 km'1 2 . e) The amplitude
of the Gaussian beam sum as a function of LO.
Figure 4 Superposition of Gaussian beams to represent an initial half
plane. a) Half plane located at z=-2.5 km and terminating at x=15. km.
Stations located on the surface from x=12. km to x=18. km. b)
Gaussian beam seismograms for Lo=1.5 km'a. c) Gaussian beam
seismograms for Lo=0.05 km" 2 .
Figure 5 Superposition of Gaussian beams to represent a line source in a
homogeneous medium. a) ray diagram for line source at x=25., z=-50.
Individual beam contributions indexed by ray number representing
initial takeoff angle and the resulting sum for b) Lo=100. km", c)
Lo=1O. kin", and d) 1 0 t. km'a. e) The amplitude of the Gaussian
beam sum as a functon of LO.
Figure 6 SH line source above a welded interface. a) model geometry with
source and receivers 30 km above interface. b) Cagniard seismograms
c) Gaussian beam seismograms using Lo=75. km 1" 2
Figure 7 Gaussian beam seismograms for SH line source above welded
interface for a) Lo=20. km 1 2 , b) Lo=60. kn"'2 , and c) LO=120. km'1 2
Figure 8 Layer over a gradient. a) ray diagram where caustic intersects
surface at x=120 km. b) Gaussian beam seismograms for Lo=8. km 1 2
c) Gaussian beam seismograms f or Lo= 128. km 1 / 2
Figure 9 Layer over a gradient. a) ray diagram with station at x=140. km.
b) individual beam contributions and resulting sum f or Lo=8. km 1 2 . c)
individual beam contributions and resulting sum for L=128. km' C)
Figure 10 Layer over gradient. a) ray diagram with station at x=120. km.
b) individual beam contributions and resulting sum for L=8. kmv 1 . c)
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individual beam contributions and resulting sum for L0 = 128. km'1 2
Figure 11 Layer over a gradient a) ray diagram with station at x= 110. kr.
b) individual beam contributions and resulting sum for Lo=8. km 1 / 2. c)
individual beam contributions and resulting sum for L=128. km 2.
Figure 12 rays in a surface waveguide a) ray diagram b) graph of the
complex function q'(s).
Figure 13 Ray diagram f or a single heterogeneity with a radius of 25 km
and a velocity contrast of 10%.
Figure 14 Single velocity heterogeneity with a radius of 25 km, a velocity
contrast of 10%, the distance from the initial wavefront to the
heterogeneity of 50 km, and the distance from the initial wavefront to
the stations of 140 km. a) Parab45 seismograms Gaussian beam
seismograms for b) Lo=10 kn /2, c) Lo=7 kn'v, and d) Lo=4 km 1v 2
Figure 15 Single velocity heterogeneity with a radius of 25 km, a velocity
contrast of 10%, the distance from the initial wavefront to the
heterogeneity of 120 km, and the distance from the initial wavefront to
the stations of 210 km. a) Parab45 seismograms Gaussian beam
seismograms for b) Lo=13 km', c) Lo=10 kin 2, d) L0 =7 kin , and
e) Lo=4 km' 2 .
Figure 16 Single velocity heterogeneity with a radius of 15 km, a velocity
contrast of 10%, the distance from the initial wavefront to the
heterogeneity of 50 km, and the distance from the initial wavefront to
the stations of 230 km. a) Parab45 seismograms Gaussian beam
seismograms for b) Lo=13 kmv", c) Lo=10 kn 2 ,d) Lo=7 kmv'e, and
e) Lo=4 km'1 2 .
Figure 17 Ray diagrams for an SH plane wave incident on a 2-D basin
structure. The direct wave and first 2 bounces are shown.
Figure 18 Comparison between a Ricker wavelet (solid line) used in other
studies of the soft basin, and the damped cosine wavelet (dotted line)
used for the Gaussian beam seismograms with T=16.5 sec and 7=3.2 .
Figure 19 Comparison of seismograms computed by various methods for a
soft basin; DW - discrete wavenumber, GO - Glorified Optics (a ray
method), FE - finite element, GB - Gaussian beam. The center of the
basin is marked as 0 km, and the edge as 20 km.
Figure 20 Velocity model used to depict the structure under Mt. St. Helens.
Ray diagrams are shown below for a source located 3.5 km beneath the
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summit and a source located 1.0 km below the summit.
Figure 21 Gaussian beam seismograms for a source located 3.5 km below
the summit using three frequencies; 5,10, and 20 hz.
Figure 22 Gaussian beam seismograms for a source located 1.0 km below
the summit using three frequencies; 5,10, and 20 hz.
Figure 23 Ray diagrams and seismograms shown for reciprocal cases, A
and B. The reciprocal seismograms are shown for three frequencies;
5,10, and 20 hz.
Figure 24 Contour plot and printer plot of a layer with randomly
fluctuating velocities. The average velocity is 8 km/sec with a root
mean square fluctuation of 3%. The correlation length is 15 km. The
contour interval is .1 km/sec for the contour plot, and .3 km/sec for
the printer plot. iseed=0.
Figure 25 Ray diagram of vertically incident plane wave perturbed by the
random velocity layer shown in Figure 24.
Figure 26 Wavefield of vertically incident plane wave propagated through
random layer shown in Figure 24. Two frequencies are used, i and 2 hz.
Figure 27 Ray diagrams and seismograms for the shown reciprocal cases A
and B. For case A, the source is at (200,800) and the receiver is at
(200,80). For case B, the source is at (200,80) and the receiver at
(200,800). The random layer velocities are shown in Figure 24. The
seismograms are computed for two frequencies, 1 and 2 hz.
Figure 28 Comparison between the Parab45 solution and the Gaussian
beam solution for the random layer shown in Figure 24.
Figure 29 Contour plot and printer plot of a layer with randomly
fluctuating velocities. The average velocity is 8 km/sec with a root
mean square fluctuation of 3%. The correlation length is 15 km. The
contour interval is .1 km/sec for the contour plot, and .3 km/sec for
the printer plot. iseed=6.
Figure 30 Ray diagram of vertically incident plane wave perturbed by the
random velocity layer shown in Figure 29.
Figure 31 Wavefleld of vertically incident plane wave propagated through
random layer shown in Figure 29. Two frequencies are used, 1 and 2 hz.
Figure 32 Plots of ln(amplitude) versus residual phase delay for the
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waveflelds shown in Figure 31.
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Chapter 3
Topics in Gaussian beam synthesis
by
Robert Nowack

Abstract
In this paper, several topics in Gaussian beam synthesis are described.
This includes the choice of the complex beam parameter, e , and its
interpretation in terms of a complex source point. Asymptotic and exact
evaluations of the Gaussian beam integral for a line source are then
investigated. Next, the problem connected with an initial point in a
velocity gradient is discussed, which in a vertically varying media reduces
to the difference between an initial plane wave and an initial Snell wave A
comparison is done with the reflectivity method for the PP phase in the
Imperial Valley structure. Then, a comparison is then done between the
slant stack of a wavefneld and the Gaussian beam decomposition using
large beam widths, showing good agreement. Beams reflected at an
interface are then investigated using a first order correction to the plane
wave reflection coefficient typically used in the Gaussian beam method.
Finally, the finite frequency scattering effects from an indented interface
are computed using the Gaussian beam method and compared with those
computed using the Aki-Larner method.
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Introduction
Many decompositions of waveflelds are possible in terms of local,
global, or intermediate building blocks. These building blocks include rays,
modes, and beams. In this paper we investigate several topics in the
approximate decomposition of wavefields in terms of beams. These topics
include the specification of the beam parameter, e , and its interpretauon
in terms of a complex source point. Asymptotic and exact evaluations of
the Gaussian beam integral for a line source are then investigated. Then,
the problem connected with the decomposition of a point source in a
velocity gradient is discussed, and reduces to the difference between an
initial plane wave and an initial Snell wave. A comparison with the PP
phase in the Imperial Valley structure is then made. Next, a slant stack of
a wavefield is computed and compared with the beam decomposition for a
large beam width, showing good agreement. A first order correction to the
plane wave reflection coefficient typically used at interfaces in the
Gaussian beam method is next described. Finally, the finite frequency
scaLtering effects from a dented interface are computed using the
Gaussian beam method and compared with the effects computed using the
Aki-Larner method.
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Choice of the complex parameter e
Each Gaussian beam in the Gaussian beam superposition requires the
choice of a complex parameter, e. To be consistent within the
superposition, one value of e is usually chosen for all beams in the sum.
The real part of e shifts the beam waist away from the start point on the
ray. The imaginary part of e specifies the beam width at the beam waist.
The appropriate range of values for e was shown by Nowack and Aki [1984]
to depend on the type of initial wavefield to be approximated by Gaussian
beams. When decomposing an initial plane wave into Gaussian beams,
useful results with a finite aperture occur for small le. In the limit as
-+ 0, the Gaussian beam superposition reduces to a Kirchhoff integral
with a paraxially approximated Green's function When decomposing a
point source into Gaussian beams. useful results occur for large rej (see
Nowack and Aki [1984], example C) In the limit as ;'E! -oo , the Gaussian
beam superposition reduces to a plane wave decomposition or a Weyl
integral for a point or Line source. A finite value of e in the above cases
has the result of smoothing over diffraction effects (see Nowack and Aki
[1984], example B for the diffraction effects of a half plane and example D
for the generation of a head wave). A finite I e l compresses the energy to
a vicinity of the stationary points. The choice of e depends on what part
of the wavefield one is interested in modelling. The critical value of Im(e)
was used by Nowack and Aki [1984] (or the optimal value in the
terminology of Cerveny et. al. [1982]) as a soft cutoff between large and
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small values of IeI for a given source and receiver geometry. The above
results are summarized in Figure 1. Nowack and Aki [1984] also found in
their Example G that the beam width should be smaller than the
heterogeneity scale. Moving the beam waist by changing the real part of e
may be useful particularly when a localized heterogeneity exists. The
beam waist can then be moved to the region of the heterogeneity. For
heterogeneities distributed along the whole path, the beam waist is
typically put at the source or the receiver.
The complex source point approach to Gaussian beams
In this section, Gaussian beams resulting from a complex source
coordinate is described. The complex parameter, e, for each Gaussian
beam in Lhe Gaussian beam synthesis can be corsidered as a complex
distance from a source point in complex space to a start point along the
ray in real space. Thus
= -ib (1)
where d is the real distance between the source point, or the beam waist,
and the start point and corresponds to So in the notation of Cerveny et.
al [1984]. When e is real, it corresponds to the radius cf curvature of the
wavefront at the start point. For a complex e, d can be used to shift the
beam waist along the ray. Putting the source point in complex space by
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specifying b i 0 results in an evanescent wavefield which attenuates along
the wavefront.
The complex source point approach to constructing evanescent
waveflelds, in particular Gaussian beams, has been described by Keller and
Streifer [1969], Deschamps [1971], Shin and Felsen [19771, and Wu [1985].
Here, the 2-D Helmholtz equation is considered where the Green's function
is specified.from
(V2 + k 2 ) G(r ,r') = - (r-r')
and
G(r,r') = i/ 4 H61 (kD)
where D = ( (x - ') + (z - z')2 )1/2 For kD >> 1 ,
The Green's function is now analytically extended by using a complex
source point. Thus r - r This can be done on either the exact or an
approximate Green's function. For example, let r' -* = (0,0 + ib) , then
Re D > 0
In the paraxial region of the z axis
DR(z - ib 1 + 1/ 2 X , 21
Z - i
$z - + Z2 +
2 (z2 + 62) +
7, 6 z 2
2(z2 + b2)
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(2)G (r, ,r') Ad 1/ 4 ( 2 / nTkD )1/2oikD - z/4
D -X2 [z + (Z - b)2 1I/ 2
The analytically extended Green's function in the paraxial region is then
e(s - ib)
ir k (z -ib) e 2(,a
2 +6) e
This is a Gaussian beam where C is a normalizing constant. The beam
curvature is
K(z)=
z(1 + b2/ z2)
and the beam width is
L(z) = (2b k)1/2 (I + Z2/ b2)1/2
Comparing with equations (A2.3) and (A2.4) of Nowack and Aki [1984] gives
b = k LM =Lo02
where LM is the initial beam width at the beam waist and LO is a
normalized initial beam width independent of frequency used by NowacK
and Aki [1984]. The complex parameter can then be written in two ways
e=so - i Lh = d -i7b
where in the second case e refers to the complex distance from the
source to the start point on the ray.
The fact that an analytically extended Green's function is a Gaussian
beam has been used by a number of authors (see for example Felsen
[1976], Ra et. al. f19737, Pott arid Harris [1984]) to model the effects of
beam scattering. The exact or approximate scattering results for a point
-123-
-kbxz
2(z2 + 2) (3)
source is found and then extended to a complex source point to give the
scattering results for a beam. Thus the scattering results for certain types
of extended sources, Gaussian beams, can be gotten from the analogous
point source problem without performing any integration. In addition the
plane wave response can be gotten from the point source response by
letting b -+ oo .
In the Gaussian beam synthesis method, a quite different approach is
taken where approximate Gaussian beams are traced through the medium
and superposed to simulate the scattering effects for a point source or an
arbitrary extended source. The complex source point is expected to be
useful in evaluating how appropriate the approximate Gaussian beams are
in different complicated geologic media.
The use of complex phase
Introducing a finite imaginary part to e results m a complex phase for
the component beams in the Gaussian beam synthesis as in eqn. (3). This
imaginary phase part will act to modify the integrand of the Gaussian beam
synthesis. In order to represent a point source by beam superposition, a
value of b less than infinity will act to filter the plane wave components in
a Gaussian manner.
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The use of complex phase in wave superposition integrals has been
used by several authors in order to obtain various computational
advantages. In the discrete wavenumber method (see Larner [1970],
Bouchon and Aki [1977]) a complex frequency is used to reduce the effects
of artifIcially induced periodic sources resulting from discretizing the
wavenumber integral. Thus
This results in an exponentially damped time domain trace and smoothing
and broadening in the frequency domain since
-w. sgn(t)t ___ _
?+ W
are a Fourier transform pair. Since v = k , adding a small complex part
to the frequency andr equiring t to be real, adds a complex part to the
wavenumber, k , also. This has the effect of moving singularities off the
real axis. Thus, adding a small complex part to the frequency in this case
can be used to gain numerical stability, economize on computation time,
and reduce effects of artificial periodic sources when sampling the
wavenumber integral. The integral is slightly distorted, but this is
corrected after the synthesis by multiplying by e
An interesting twist on this strategy was given recently by Madariaga
and Papadimitriou [1985' to numerically compute the Gaussian beam
impulse response having singularities at the geometric arrivals. A small
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complex part is added to the phase time on the order of the time spacing
of the impulse response to be computed. Thus
13 -+1 + iat
The result of this is to filter the high frequencies and smooth the transient
signal by convolving with a function which has a width on the ordor of the
sample spacing At , since
e - 26t
t + At2
are also a Fourier transform pair. Thus singularities at geometric arrivals
are slightly smoothed to give a stable sampled impulse response without
the need to use an explicit source time function such as the Gabor wavelet
as was used by Nowack and Aki [1984]. A particular source time function
can then be incorporated in a convenient manner a, a later point.
asymptotic and exact solution of the Gaussian beam synthesis for a
line source
In this section, the asymptotic and exact solutions to the Gaussian
beam superposition for a line source are given. The geometry for a line
source at the origin and a receiver at (z,z) is shown in figure (2a), where
R2 = (XI + Z;,= (se + n 2) and
s = Rcos(W, - o) = z cosp + z sinW = v (z + zp.)
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n = Rsin(p, - p) = xcosyp - z sinp =v (Xp, - ZPZ)
p. and p, are the horizontal and vertical ray parameters where
Pz = sirni/ V p2 = cosO/ v
The wavefield generated by a line source can be represented in terms of
the 2-D Weyl integral as
u(x,z,) = i/ 4T fe ""'+pz) = i/ 4HSO (cR/ v)
.. P,
(5 a)
where Imp. 0
V , one obtains
and z ! 0 . Changing the integration variable to angle,
feui/v(smiz +cosfz)d W
L
(5b)
where the contour L goes from -nT/2 - ioo to +n/2 + ioo
domain solution due to a line source is given by
u(z,t) = I/ 2r H(t - R/v;
Tt - Rb/v 2
The Gaussian beam synthesis in terms of angle can be written
q (x , c+41T r/2[ 11/2
-,/ 2 +
e { 2(c +s) I dg
where e is the complex beam parameter described in a previous section.
Usually only homogeneous central rays are considered. As e -* w and
extending the contour to include the inhomogeneous waves, then this
reduces to the exact solution given in (5b).
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The time
(5c)
(6)
U (X, z' ) = i / 41T
The steepest descent method is now applied to (6) in order to obtain
the asymptotic solution for large u, following Cerveny et. al. [19821.
Equation (6) can be written in the form
I(W) = f F(p) eG 4f) d for c -oo
C
where
t/2 ARC
~)i / 47T ! 1/2, e + SC + S
and
f~p) = v/o s + 2('sf -v S +2(c + s)
This can be written as
f(o) =i/vI RcosAwo + R
2(e + Rcosop)
where Ao = ;o, -. The saddle point is defined by f'(p) = 0 where
f'(rp) = RRsinA 1. - R cosap _ R2 sin2 ap
v e + RcosA ) 2(c + Rcos;) 2 I
A saddle point occurs at ;p = s,, the same as for the exact line source
representation. There is an additional saddle point coming from equating
the bracket to zero which will be discussed subsequently. At the saddle
point, rp = r, , in the Gaussian beam case
f= -eRv(c + R)
The exponent can then be approximately written as
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f (p)iR/v 
-2v(e+ R)
Let (, -r)2 = A e" then
i(24+n/l2+ARG( )f( )~iR/v -R/2v) A e e+R
e+ R
f(p) ziR/v -R/2; 1 e+R A cos# +sirng
where # = 29 + i/2 + ARG . Now choose 1 such that sin# = 0
we R
which gives the constant phase or steepest contoujr. Thujs p nn . This
results in 1 = - - 4RG + R1 for steepest descent. The integral can
then be approximated as (see for example Aki and Richards [1980], box
6.3)
=f (P) 1
6(z' z' C) 11/2 giwR/v +inr/4 qj HP) (.R/ov)4i c R 4
which is also the asymptotic expansion for the exact solution.
(7)
Thus for
large r, the Gaussian beam synthesis for the saddle point w = p,. gives the
correct response. This will be invalid when e = 0 for the Gaussian beam
synthesis since then f "(p,) = 0 . In order to investigate this behavior, an
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f ((P) Fj f ((Pr) + i/ 2f "(r p=, Arp2
exact transient evaluation of the Gaussian beam integral is done.
The Cagniard method is first used to evaluate the exact transient
rcsponsc (5c) from (5a). The substitution 9 = -i; is made in (5a) whcrc
r is real and positive. Equation (5a) can then be written
u(z,z,r) =i/4rr f e paPz) dp
pg
This allows the branch cuts to be changed to those in figure (2b) since now
Now let t =pz +pz , and deform the contour in the
complex p-plane so that t is real. Thus
4 e -pzC PZ
The Cagniard contour C. and C. i.s shown in figure (2b) where
p z / - = 
+-t
RFe
z r 2t / R2
Ra ( t > R/ o
According to Jordan's Lemma the contributions on the large arcs in figure
(2b) go to zero leaving the result
-dp. +i/ 4nT
PX
u(z,z,r) =-I/4n - e -a dp+ ~d/ P ft
fA/v p,,+ dtI
dt +i/4 r Z P1- cdt
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Re pz 0
u(x,z,5) =i/4n
and
where
7z(x,z,Sr) = i/ 4n
e dPz
PX
dP(+X (+1 -) r 2 t - R1
and
dpz(+/-) 1
dt , z(.
(+/ -)i
[t2- R21 V2
u(z,z,f) = 1/27T
91/2 e-"v [t - R2 V21
Using the fact that L-1 f(t)e-f dt =f(t)H(t -tj) , the exact time
domain response is given by (5c).
The Cagniard method is now used to obtain the transient response of
the Gaussian beam integral in (6). First, the Gaussian beam integral is
converted to Pz and extended from -w to +co to include the full range
of ray parameter. The substitution 9 = -4c, is then made, where § is real
and positive. Thus
Ugb(x,z,f) = i/4n 1
w + s
where the branch cuts are defined by
made t ={ -+ .2 }
IV 2v [c + s7]
1/2 e + _ pn
p,
Rep, 0 . Now the substitution is
Since
+ , . We now want to deform
2e [C + s j
s2 + n2 = R2 , then
the contour in the complex
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Then
dpz
dt
p-plane so that t is real where s = pzz +pxz .F
of t ,giving
s = (vt - ) (+/ -)Nov2t 2 + c2 - R2
The two solutions are shown in figure (2c) for e = -ib and R=6/4. For
c = -ib , then the solution that reduces to s = vt for b -* oo is
s(t) =vt +ib-iX (R+ 62) , 2t 2
I 1/2where X = (R 2 + 6 2) - v 2 t 2
s(t) =vt +ib + X v 2 t 2 > (R 2 + 62)
I 1/2v 2t 2 - (R 2 + b 2 )
p R
The factor p = p (s)
?
yR 2 {S2 - R2
i z i S
VR2
can be written as
si >R
sI >> R
The contour C,. and C... are shown in figure (2d). The original contour is
deformed into this contour in order to make t real. Then
I~i'
Px i --t +~4 Si ~tIef P
Converting this to an integration in time
Ug (zzS) = L-4/41Tf(
1/2
-ib
-ib + sJ
Ifpz+ d s dt
Ipx +dsI it
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, and
where X =
before as
and
First, s is solved in terms
p~, z -z4s- X +/ -)
vR2
ug (zz,5) = i/ 4n Lb + S
+ i/41n ? --ib 1/2  , dp... it d
-ib+ sJ ps- ds dt 
[s / -)
[S2 -R 2 ]1 / 2
-ib+s X X+IXti
-v'~~b
1/ 2
+vUtl
(R 2 + bZ > v 2 t2
V2t 2 > (R 2 + 62)
Is R -1/2
s2 - R2}
The final response is
r
=2 (X + ivt)(b
2
= t2
-
X)-1/2
(X +vt)(ib + X)
(RZ + b2 ) > v 2 2
v2t2 > (R2 + b2)
( -ib 1 2  ?2 - 1/2
+sj di H(41t - R/v2J
2nT t 2 -R R2/v)
where x is a modification factor to the exact solution when using the
Gaussian beam superposition, where
Sv' (v 2 t2 - R 2 1/2
X [2 (b - X)I
= vat2 - R2
X[2 (ib + X)
(R 2 + 62) > v 2 t 2
At2 > (R2 + 6 2)
This modification factor is shown in figure (le).
has a singularity at
The modification factor
v 2 t2 = (R2 + b2) . After this time the modification
factor becomes complex, but is bounded. This additional singularity moves
to infinity as b -+ oo . To check the existence of this singularity, we note
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where
IPz+/->
also
ds
-lib +s Idt I
that the function f'(W) = 0 given previously has an additional zero when
the bracket term is zero, giving s = Rcosrp = ib (+/ -) (R + 6 )1/2. For
the plus sign and using the formula for s(t) , this corresponds to
t = (R2 + b2)1/2/V , which is what is shown here. For a critical value of
b , this secondary singularity occurs at 1.41 times the geometric arrival.
In the p-plane shown in figure (2d) this corresponds to the two points, A,
and A2 . The problem of this secondary singularity occurs when extending
the original contour form -co to +oo to include the evanescent beam
waves. It would be diffcult to define central rays for these. The usual
Gaussian beam formulation only includes central rays with real takeoff
angles, and the additional singularity won't in general be included in the
usual Gaussian beam synthesis. The usual Gaussian beam integral thus
does not correspond to the exact transient solutLon for a line source. It
approaches the exact solution as e -+oo . For large c and real takeoff
angles, the Gaussian beam integral is asymptotically equivalent to the
exact integral representation as long as e A 0 . In the general case, the
Gaussian beam response is good near the geometric arrival but
deteriorates for larger times.
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Initial point in a medium with a velocity gradient
In this section, the initial conditions for the variables p (s) and q (s)
that solve the dynamic ray equations are discussed. The variable q (s)
has the interpretation of a spreading and LP- has the interpretation of a
v q
wavefront curvature. Gaussian beams can be formed as a linear
combination of two independent sets of solutions to the dynamic ray
equations with a complex weighting factor. Thus
q(s) = q 2 (s) + e q 1(s)
p(s) =p 2(s) + ep 1 (s)
and e = d - ib is described in an earlier section. With b strictly greater
than zero, then a beam is defined in which q(s) x 0 . This uses the fact
that the determinant of the matrix formed by the two solutions, [ Ij
is an invariant of the motion, and is sometimes called the Lagrange
invariant. Cerveny et. al. [1982] uses two independent solutions with initial
conditions, O . The initial conditions, q 1(0) = 1 and p 1(0) = 0 ,
correspond to an initial planar wavefront with, p j/ q1 = 0 . The initial
conditions, q 2 (0) = 0 and p2(0) = 1/ vO correspond to an initial point
source, with p 2 /q 2 -*oo . The source region is usually assumed to be locally
homogeneous.
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Madariaga [1984] constructed a beam solution in terms of a small
perturbation of a constant Snell wave having a constant horizontal ray
parameter. For a source imbedded in a vertically varying medium, he
found that the (q,pi) solution must be modified in order to specify a
constant Snell wave, thus
-p o z (0)q1 (0) = I P 1(0) = ' (8)cospO
where ;oO is the initial takeoff angle of the ray from the vertical ar;d
p, = sinpO/vO is the horizontal ray parameter which in a vertically
varying medium is constant along a ray. The (q2 ,P2) solution is the same
in each case. For a homogeneous source region, where v,(0) = 0 ,
Madariaga's constant Snell wave solution is the same as the previous plane
wave solution. When c -* oo, Madariaga's beam superposition in a
vertically varying media reduces to the standard WKBJ result.
Madariaga's initial conditions in a vertically varying medium is shown
by imbedding a thin homogeneous layer within the gradient as in figure
(3a). A source is put in the constant velocity layer. Boundary conditions
are then matched on the top and bottom interfaces and the layer
thickness shrunk to zero. Boundary conditions for p and q at an
interface are given by Cerveny and Hron [1979] derived using the phase
matching principle. The 2-D results are given in a compact form by Cerveny
[1981] as
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q]=c. cos1 0 I
p cosO C +I COS (
I. cosag
where (q,p) are the incident values and (q p) are the transmitted or
reflected values. The upper sign is for the transmitted case and the lower
sign for the reflected case. The angles are defined in figure (3b). The
effects due to interface curvature, represented by C, and the effects due
to velocity heterogeneity, represented by I , are additive, where
C = G cos cos0 1C= Gt (-~+) cos9
and
-sini 2f mcosi (-/+) ,mr cosg+ sinfl
ecos 2  2 V vo'- )jJ
where G is the local interface curvature at the point of incidence, where
G is positive if the interface is convex as seen by the incident ray. , is
the local tangent to the ray and rt is perpendicular to it as seen in figure
(3b).
In the case of a ray striking the lower horizontal interface as in figure
(3b), then
um = -Vjsini3 U L = v zcos13
Also, since v = V at the interface, then 0 = 0 by Snell's law. The
interface curvature term is zero, C = 0 , and the velocity inhomogeneity
term is In = sin2  then
v2 cos3 t
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MW Vo, sin92,
q=q p =p- 2 - q
Shrinking the layer thickness to zero results in the modified initial
conditions for (q,pi) as in eqn (8). For a vertical ray, these conditions
reduce to Cerveny's initial conditions. For a horizontal grazing ray, the
boundary conditions at the interface break down.
Part of the discrepency in the two initial conditions for (q ip 1) is that
an initial plane wave imbedded in a medium with a vertical velocity
gradient is not a wave with a constant horizontal ray parameter.
Madariaga's initial conditions for (q,pi) construct an initial constant
Snell wave. A constant Snell wave has a caustic or focus at its bottoming
point. This results in a problem when using Madariaga's beam
superposition for an initial ray that is exactly horizontal for which both
the (q2,p 2 ) solution and the (q ,p) solution are singular and thus no
longer independent. In the WKBJ method, the contributions from
horizontal rays are typically windowed out (see Sinton and Frazier [19821 ).
By using Cerveny's initial conditions, two independent solutions are
always guarranteed. The disadvantage of this approach is that the (q ip 1)
may no longer correspond to a constant Snell wave in the global
coordinates. Also, since the weight function in the beam superposition is
derived by matching to a known solution in a homogeneous source region,
then in an arbitrary source region, the weight function will only be
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approximate. Beydoun and Ben Menahem [1985] used Cerveny's initial
conditions in various gradients and compared with exact analytic
solutions. They showed that good aggreement occurred provided that
several high frequency conditions were satisfied. In addition, the Gaussian
beam superposition was found to have more restrictions than the ray
theoretical solution. This may be in part due to the approximate weight
function used in the Gaussian beam superposition.
Several examples are now done using Cerveny's initial conditions, C.i.c.,
and Madariaga's initial conditions, M.i.c., in a vertical gradient. In the first
example a surface source is used. The medium has a linear gradient with
velocities from 1.5 km/sec to 5.6 km/sec from 0 to 10 km. A Gabor wavelet
with f = 4hz and Y = 3 was used (see Nowack and Aki [1984] eqn. (22)).
Results in the time-distance domain are shown in figure (4) with the C. i.c.
shown on the left and the M. i.c. shown on the right. Two initial beam
widths are used, LO = 5 km1/ 2 and LO = 15 km1/ 2 , where Lo = 5 km 1/2 is
near an average critical value. The C. i.c. for LO = 15 km1/ 2 has noise
pedominantly in front of the geometric arrival. The M. i.c. for
Lo = 15 km1/ 2 has noise later in time than the geometric arrival.
In figure (5), the contributions from each beam is shown for a station
at 12 km. The same model as in figure (4) is used. The rays are numbered
from 1 to 20, from shallow to steeply dipping at the source. The ray
number-phase time plots are shown for both initial conditions and initial
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beam widths, Lo = 5, 15 km 1/ 2 . The resultant seismogram in each case is
shown by the scaled sum on the right of each sub-plot in figure (5). In all
sub-plots, the geometric ray to the station, ray number 12, is a stationary
point. A significant difference between the C. i.c. and the M. i.c. is the
curvature of the beam arrivals near the geometric arrival. Using the C. i.c.,
the beams near the geometric arrival come in earlier, while using the M.
i.c., the beams near the geometric arrival come in later than the geometric
arrival. This can be understood by noting that using the C. i.c. no q1 or
q2 caustics occur along the ray. Thus the curvature of the beams should
be in the same sense as in a homogeneous medium, in which the
surrounding beams come in earlier than the geometric arrival (see Nowack
and Aki [1984] figure (5b)). Several later arrivals are seen for C. i.c.,
LO = 15 km1/ 2 , but this is due to an artificial q 1 caustic caused by
projecting these rays above the free surface. Using the M. i.c., all beams
have passed through a qi caustic at the bottoming point of each ray
which changes the curvature of the beams. The C. i.c. has no bottomirg
point caustic.
Another difference between the two initial conditions, C. i.c. and M. i.c.,
is the phase of the individual beam wavelets. There is a phase delay for the
C. i.c. and a phase advance for the M. i.c.. In each case, the phase of the
individual beam wavelets depends on the initial beam width used. In all
cases, the resulting sum is approximately zero phase. Thus in each case,
the individual beam phase shifts is offset by the curvature of the beams
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away from the geometric arrival. This occurs in such a way as to give a
seismogram with no resulting phase shift. This results from using a weight
function in the superposition which was derived by matching to a known
solution.
In figure (6), the time-distance wavefields are shown for a source at 4.
km depth in a linear gradient. The velocity is 1.8 km/sec to 5.6 km/sec
from 0. to 20. km in depth. A Gabor wavelet with f = 4 hz and 7 = 4 For
the M. ic. there is now a small second arrival for distances greater than 16
km, using both initial beam widths, 4 and 20 km 1/2 . Also, the amplitude is
slightly larger in the 14-16 km range for the M. i.c. case. In order to
investigate this, ray number-phase time plots are constructed for several
station locations.
In figure (7), the ray number-phase time plots are shown for a station
range of 22 km, for both initial conditions and initial beam widths. The
rays are numbered from 1 to 20 from shallow to steeply dipping at the
source, as shown in the above ray diagram. The geometric arrival is
specified by ray number 17. For the C. i.c., the beams near the geometric
beam arrive earlier in time. The noise in front of the geometric arrival in
the scaled sum for Lo = 20 km 1 / 2 can be reduced by using more beams in
the supe:'position. For the M. i.c., the beams nearby the geometric arrival,
ray number 17, come in later in time. But, another stationary point occurs
at ray number 9. This is a maximum stationary point, and has lower
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amplitudes. It corresponds to the ray that takes off horizontally at the
source. There is a separation between rays that are upgoing at the source
and those that go through a bottoming point and pass through a qi
caustic. Since the contributions don't quite go to zero at this secondary
stationary point and don't phase cancel, an artifact occurs in the resulting
surm. This artifact occurs for both Lo = 4 kmi/a and Lo = 20 kml/2.
Again, in the WKBJ result these ray numbers are typically windowed out.
This would not be a useful remedy if the geometric arrival is near this
horizontal ray as in the Imperial Valley example to follow.
In figure (8), a similar set of ray number-phase time plots are shown
for a station at 15 km. In this case, the geometric arrival is at ray number
13. This is much closer to the horizontal ray at ray number 9. For the M.
i.c., the secondary stationary point doesn't cause a spurious arrival, but
now interferes directly with the main pulse. Modifying the initial beam
width doesn't alleviate the problem.
Madariaga [1984] considered a beam superposition as a small
perturbation of a WKBJ superposition with respect to horizontal ray
parameter. This approach loses the advantage of using two independent
solutions for (p,q) for a horizontal ray. Madariaga's initial conditions
cause a spurious phase for the rays near horizontal which can't be
eliminated by changing the initial beam width. Cerveny's initial conditions
are quaranteed to give two independent solution for (p,q) , but doesn't
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correspond to a small perturbation of the WKBJ solution in an
inhomogeneous source region. In addition, since the weight function is
derived for a homogeneous source region, it will only be approximate using
the Cerveny initial conditions in an inhomogeneous region. The major
difference between the two initial conditions is in defining a local plane
wave in the ray centered coordinates versus defining a constant Snell wave
in the global coordinates.
Seismograms in the Imperial Valley velocity structure
In this example, Gaussian beam seismograms are computed using the
Imperial Valley velocity structure. An interesting feature of the recorded
strong ground motion for the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake was the
large vertical accelerations at some but not all sites (see Archuleta [19821).
For example, at the station, E06, the peak acceleration was 1705
cm/ sec . Several explanations for this localized region of high
acceleration have been considered, including the source rupture process,
and a path effect due to the velocity gradient in the upper 5 km of the
Imperial Valley. Here we explore only the path effect. A likely candidate
for the large acceleration resulting from a path effect is the PP phase
which was a prominent arrival recorded during the 1979 refraction survey
of the Imperial Valley (see McMechan and Mooney [1980], and Fuis et. al.
[1982]). Because of the focusing effect due to the multiple bounce, the PP
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phase has a localized high amplitude over a limited distance range.
Archuleta [1982] found that the travel times of the observed high
accelerations were consistent with a PP phase originating from a source
point at 4.0 km depth and 5.5 km north of the hypocenter, although he now
attributes the main cause of localized high acceleration to a source effect.
The Imperial Valley structure derived from the refraction survey is
shown in figure (9). The ray diagram for the PP phase is also shown. In
figure (10), seismograms computed using the Gaussian beam method are
compared to seismograms computed using the Reflectivity method, without
attenuation, by R. Archuleta. The Gaussian beam method uses the Cerveny
initial conditions described in the previous section. A significant portion of
the energy comes from nearly horizontal rays at the source. The source is
modelled using a point double couple radiation pattern with a dip of 75
degrees, a 0.0 degree slip angle, and the seismic section 13 degrees off
strike. A Gabor wavelet with a frequency of 6 hz was used in the Gaussian
beam seismograms. To obtain the Gaussian beam result for a point source,
the GB results were multiplied by a ray method correction given by
Cerveny et. al. [1982]. The value of LO was set at 2.0 km 1/2 resulting in
average beam widths at the receivers of about 2 km. Both seismic sections
show the predominant high amplitudes of the PP phase in the distance
range of 15-18 km, with the Gaussian beam result being slightly closer.
Significant S wave energy is seen in the Reflectivity section. The
Reflectivity section shown in Archuleta [1982] included the effects of
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attenuation which diminished the S waves, and further enhanced the PP
arrival.
Plane wave decomposition
In this section, a simple comparison is given between the individual
beam contributions in the Gaussian beam superposition and a slant stack
of a time-distance wavefleld. The operation of slant stacking is
kinematically equivalent to a plane wave or -r-p decomposition. In
mathematical notation this is also known as an inverse Radon transform.
The plane wave decomposition holds a central role in the velocity
analysis in vertically varying media. The -r-method for velocity analysis
was used for example by Bessonova et. al. [1974, 1976]. McMechan and
Ottolini [1980] showed that r-p curves can be directly observed in slant
stacked wavefleld data. Clayton and McMechan [1981] performed an
iterative migration to convert the T-p wavefield to a velocity depth
estimate. This was applied to the upper mantle structure by Walck and
Clayton [1984].
Using the -r-p wavefield has the advantage that triplications are
unwrapped and thus made more easily interpretible. Also, in a vertically
varying medium, each -r-p trace corresponding to a ray parameter, p,
satisfies a 1-D wave equation. The relationship between the -r-p wavefield
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and seismogram synthesis has been investigated by Chapman [1978,19811
and Treitel et.al. [1982]. For a line source in a vertically varying medium,
Chapman [1981] gives the Radon transform formulas for wavefield
decomposition and synsthesis as
x(r,p) = f u(T +pX,X) dX (9a)
and
u(t ,z) f 1U+(t -pxp ) dp (9b)
where U' is the time derivative, Hilbert transform of U . These are
reversible linear transformations which map a line in one domain to a
point in the other domain. Each trace of U(Tp) represents an individual
plane wave, or in a vertically varying medium a constant Snell wave since in
general they won't be planar.
An intermediate step in the Gaussian beam method is the evaluation of
each beam contribution along a specific ray arriving at a given station.
Each beam satisfies a local wave equation along each central ray. The final
GB solution using the slowness method is a superposition of the beam
contributions. Thus
1/v
u (t,x) f ug (s,n,t) dp (10)
-1/v
where uge is an individual beam contribution and the integral is over the
ray number measured at the source. In the Gaussian beam method this
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integral is usually only over real angles. Using large initial beam widths in
a vertically varying medium, then each beam will approach an initial plane
wave contribution as in equation (9b).
A simple comparison is now done between a slant stacked wavefield
and the individual beam contributions in equation (9b). The velocity model
consists of a 15 km homogeneous layer with a velocity of 5.6 km/sec over a
linear gradient from 5.6 to 8.0 km/sec. A Gabor wavelet is used with
f = 4 hz and 7 = 3 . The ray diagram is shown in figure (11 a). A reduced
time wavefield is shown in figure (1ib). In order to use the same format as
the Gaussian beam decomposition, each ray number is simply counted
from 1 to 18 from shallow to steeply dipping at the sorce as in figure (12a).
A station distance of 120 km is used. Equation (9a) is then applied to
wavefield in figure (lib) resulting in a o'(Tp ) wavefield. This plane wave
decomposition is shown in figure (12b) in the ray number format for a
station at 120 km. The slight phase shift shown on the first several traces
may be the result of using a finite x aperture in the slant stack. Filtering
this plot with ray number corresponds to a beam forming operation in
which energy from certain directions is enhanced with respect to other
directions.
Figure (12c) shows the ray number-phase time plot for the Gaussian
beam synthesis using a large initial beam width of LO = 128 km 1 32 . For
this initial beam width, some amplitude filtering is still seen for the first
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several ray number traces. The resulting scaled sum f or a range of 120 km
is shown on the right of figure (12c) corresponding to the synthesis
operation in eqn (10). Comparing figures (12b) and (12c) shows that the
locus of maximum amplitudes map out the same curve for the slant stack
and the Gaussian beam decomposition. It is interesting that the individual
wavelets in figures (12b) and (12c) have similar phase shifts. This results
from the approximations in using the Gabor wavelet in the Gaussian beam
method, in particular for the Hilbert transform.
Since the slant stacking operation is a linear beam forming operation,
an important extension of this is to investigate the variations of the ray
parameter-phase time wavefields in laterally varying media. This has been
investigated for several structures by Treitel et. al. [1982]. Because of its
usefulness in vertically varying media, plane wave or beam decompositions
are anticipated to be important data representations in more complicated
media. This representation is straightforward to generate as a by product
of many seismogram synthesis routines, in particular, as ray centered
beam responses in the Gaussian beam method.
Q1 caustics
Previous results have indicated that in decomposing a point source
into beams that stable results occur for large initial beam widths. Nowack
and Aki [1984] suggested that the critical value of Lo be used to separate
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large from small initial beam widths, where for So = 0 , L = 2 g / q 11 -
When initial beam widths smaller than critical are used, then phase
interference and amplitude decay only weakly restrict the number of
beams contributing at a given station. A finite aperture will then result in
a reduced amplitude of the resulting seismogram.
A q 1 caustic is defined where q1 = 0 in the wavefield. For a station
at a qi caustic, then L,. -+ oo . Thus the initial beam width at the source
resulting in the narrowest beam width at the receiver approaches infinity,
i.e. a plane wave. However, in this case using a slightly smaller initial beam
width should still give a satisfactory amplitude, since the aperture of rays
will still be large compared to the focused energy at the q caustic.
Typically an average value of LO is used for the suite of rays in the vicinity
of the station. This would then smooth over the beam solutions near the
station. Thus at a q caustic, the finite aperture should not pose a
problem for a suitably large but finite LO . However, a finite LO will
average over nearby rays and lose some spatial resolution.
In surface wave ray tracing, Yomogida and Aki [1985] found a q,
caustic along the equator for a high latitude source when using a Mercator
mapping from spherical to cartesian coordinates. They found that as long
as LO was large enough to avoid truncation errors from the aperture, then
the amplitude was accurate to 1%. But, an increasing amount of averaging
of surrounding beams, without the aide of phase interference, is seen in
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figure (4) of Yomogida and Aki [1985]. A slight increase in the beam width
at the qi caustic to be several times the ray spacing should stabilize the
solution. Another possible way of avoiding the problems associated with a
q1 caustic is to use the real part of e , So , to shift the beam waist along
the ray. But, this will also introduce an additional free parameter.
Gaussian beams incident on a planar interface
In this section, the asymptotic analysis of a beam reflected on a planar
interface is given, following the development of Ra et. al. [1973]. The
saddle point contribution to the reflected field is given by
U (S )ZS w)R(9),J j~ ikiD, -inr/4
where k iD, >> I , D, is the distance from source to receiver, and R(O) is
a plane wave reflection coefficient. As shown in a previous section, the
reflected beam contribution can be gotten by using a complex source
point. Using the image source point as in figure (13), then
z' + ib sina
z -+ zO - ib cosa
X - X
and the angle 0 is defined from sine - sD When b -> 0 , then
D, -+ P, and 0 -+ 3, in figure (13).
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For 0 > 'i = sin~'(vl/v2) , then in addition to the reflected field there
will also be a diffracted head wave field. In the vicinity of 0, , a uniform
approximation must be used. Going to a Gaussian beam by using a
complex source point requires using the appropriate complex angles in
these formulas. Here only the reflected field will be investigated. In the
Gaussian beam method as currently implemented, the real reflection
coefficient for the beam axis is used, and all ray tracing is done along the
beam axis. Thus in the reflection coefficient, 0 is replaced by a .
The reflection coefficient in the acoustic case has a slightly different
form than that for the SH case. The reflection coefficient in the acoustic
case is given by
2 
1/2
p2v2 cos3 -piVi 1 - sin211
2 1/2
p2V2cos1 + pIv 1 1 sin23
V 1
For the SH case, the reflection coefficient is given by
v2 1/2
p1v1 cos -p2U2 1 - V2sin21]
RsH(3)= 2 1/
pRSiH100s +p 2V2 1 - vsin2]3"
V1
This difference in reflection coefficient is related to the different type of
impedance in the acoustic and the SH cases (see for example Aki and
Richards [1980], Box 5.4, or Aki [1970], lecture notes pp. 60-61)
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It is assumed that the beam is well defined with k Ib >> 1 . In addition,
the paraxial region is considered with 13,. ; a . The reflection coefficient is
then approximated as
R(0) ; R(a){ 1 + R'() ke =a a
R(E) R(a) e'
where v is a complex phase correction which has the effect of relocating
the maximum of the reflected field (see Ra et. al. [1973], Felsen [1984]).
In the acoustic case, then
R (a)
2 sina XG
V2 ' /2
1 V 2 sin a
where Xa =
P21 2
Ptv I'
(2V2
2 
i cosa +
22
sin a
V 1
For P1 = P2, then
- I
the acoustic approximation. In a similar manner, for the SH case
R '( 3 ) \ = a
R(a)
where XSH =
Pt V1
P2VJ2
2
V2
21
2 sina XSH
i1 - -2 sin a
v1
. The complex beam shift is
- 1
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2
U1
2 2
cosaa + si2a
PSUSV 12 sn
R(O) P*t R(a) + R'(13)|1, = a "
R'(i)|1 = a)
R(a)
2sinay
v2.
1!L sinaa
2
For a real source point
A1,. = sin ]
For a complex source point, A13, -+ L1 3, and p,. -+ D, " (p, - ib) , then
"~r ;p,.P- ib -P, ib sinAidr
The formula for the complex beam shift correction, v , is then given by
v = 2sina x P, + ib2 1/2
1 2- sina
2
p,.sin dr
1P + b2
As b -o 0 , this is a real perturbation. For b ->oo , then the beam
approaches a plane wave and v goes to 0. . The Gaussian beani result is
modified by a first order correction to the beam axis reflection coefficient
at an interface by a factor, e'.
In order to see how the factor e" shifts the maximum of the reflected
a a+ nB
beam amplitude, the maximum of the factor e L 2 is found where
1 + and B - 2sina X Re
b[pr + b
p , + ib
2 11/2( 1 sina
2V1
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then
L2 = 2b
k
Then
nMax =+L 2B= 2sinax Re PT + b
_ 
kb 2 al/21 2 sin 2a
or
n = 2sina X (
mx k b2a 1/2 C
1 i V sin2aa
nMX = 2sina x 1 /2 a>C
V sinoa 
- 1
This is analogous to the formulas given in Ra et. al. [1973]. Note that the
beam shift goes to zero for k -+oo . This is sometimes used to justify
neglecting this factor in high frequency beam propagation.
As a simple example, consider a surface source in a 35 km thick crust
with #1 = 3.5 km/ sec and p i = 2.74 g / cm 3 and #2 = 4.6 km/ sec and
P2 = 3.3 g/ cm 3 . The critical angle, 13, , is 49.54 degrees and a critical
distance of 82. km. Let angle, a of the beam axis be 20. degrees with a
range of 25.47 km. The angle, 1,. , corresponding to a range of 40 km is
29.74 degrees. P, is 80.62 km. The critical value of
6 =Lo=fq 2/q 1 | =p,. is used. For f 5hz , nmax = -.09 km , or about
an eighth of a wavelength. For larger b , this value would be
correspondingly less in the pre-critical range.
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Finite frequency effects of an indentation on an interface
In this final section, the scattering effects due to an indentation on an
interface is investigated. This was first studied by Larner [1970' f or a
dented Moho under the Montana large aperture seismic array (LASA).
Larner [1970] used the discrete wavenumber technique to compute the
amplitude and phase perturbations of a single frequency signal impinging
at different angles on various interfaces indentations. He found a
significant frequency variation in the scattered signal. Bard and Bouchon
[1980] extended this to the analysis of transient signals.
The model geometry is shown in figure (14a). W and h are the width
and height of the indentation. The observation plane is 25 km above the
interface. The upper half space has v i = 3.0 km/sec and
Pi = 2.8 km/sec , and the lower half space has V2 = 4.0 km/sec and
P2 = 3.3 g/ cm3 . An SH wave is incident from below with an angle of 32.
degrees from the vertical. A Gabor wavelet is assumed with 7 = 4 and
several central frequencies. The peak amplitude of the time domain trace
is then picked along the observation plane.
The results using the Gaussian beam method are compared with the
time domain implementation of the Aki-Larner discrete wavenumber
technique (see Bard and Bouchon [1980]). The peak amplitudes along the
observation plane are shown in figure (14). Figures (14b-e) show the
amplitude patterns for an increasing indentation height h from 0 km to 5
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km for a pulse with a 20 km incident wavlength. The solid line is the
amplitude pattern computed using the Gaussian beam method and the
dotted line is the amplitude computed using the Aki-Larner discrete
wavenumber method. The center of the indentation is located at 70 km.
As the indentation height increases, the amplitude pattern increases with
an asymmetrical appearance. The Gaussian beam solution consistently
shows larger side lobes than the discrete wavenumber solution. The
difference may be due to the fact that the Gaussian beam method is a high
frequency method and the Aki-Larner method is a low frequency method.
The differences in the solutions is probably an artifact of using the
Gaussian beam method for the low frequencies of this example. However,
the width of the main peak of the amplitude pattern is comparable for the
two methods. In figures (14f-g), the amplitude anomaly for the two
methods is shown for indentation heights of 2.5 and 5.0 km with an
incident wavelength of 10 km. The main amplitude peak is narrower for
this case than for the 20 km wavelength case and is also higher in
amplitude. There is thus a frequency dependence of the scattering
anomaly. This was also observed by Larner [1970]. A simple use of ray
theory for an example such as this would never reveal the frequency
dependent nature of the scattering. The high but still finite frequency
methods like the Gaussian beam method can be used to bring out some of
these finite frequency effects.
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Conclusions
Several topics in Gaussian beam synthesis have been investigated in
this paper including the choice of the beam parameter, e , and its relation
to a complex source point. The asymptotic and exact evaluations to the
Gaussian beam integral shows an additional singularity which goes to
infinity as c -+ oo . But, this typically won't be computed in the usual
Gaussian beam synthesis. An initial point source in a vertically varying
gradient distinquishes between an initial Snell wave, which is singular for a
horizontal ray, and an initial plane wave. In a homogeneous source region
these are the same, but in an inhomogeneous source region each has
different advantages. A first order correction to the plane wave reflection
coefficients are then described. This results in a beam shift which goes to
zero for high frequency beam propagation. A simple example of a 35 km
layer shows a modest beam shift for a 5 hz signal. Finally, the finite
frequency scattering effects for an indented interface are computed using
the Gaussian beam method and shows reasonable agreement with the
effects computed using the Aki-Larner method.
Further work using the Gaussian beam method include investigation of
the real part of the complex beam parameter, e , which can be used to
shift the beam waist presumably to where the strong heterogeneity is
located. For small, continuously distributed heterogeneities, a multiple
beam Kirchhoff scheme would be one possible approach. This would involve
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decomposing the wavefleld at regular intervals. Finally, the development of
a practical implementation of the full 3-D Gaussian beam formalism will be
important in synthetic seismogram modelling.
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Figure 10 Reflectivity and Gaussian beam seismic sections computed using
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Figure 11 a) ray diagram, and b) reduced time-distance wavefield for a
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Figure 12 a) ray digram for ray number-phase time plots for a
gradient model with a station at 120 km. b) slant stack of
figure (I1b). c) Gaussian beam decomposition for LO = 120
layer over a
wavefleld in
km 1 2 .
Figure 13 geometry for beam incident on a plane interface. The angle, a ,
corresponds to the reflection of the beam axis. The angle, ,. , is the
geometric relection from the source to the station. t, is the critical
angle.
Figure 14 Amplitude patterns for a plane wave incident on an indented
interface. a) model geometry. b-e) A = 20 km incident wavelet for
indentation height, h = 0, 1, 2.5, 5.0 km . f-g) A = 10 km incident
wavelet for indentation height, h = 2.5, 5.0 km .
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Chapter 4
Iterative inversion for velocity using waveform data
by
Robert Nowack and KeUti Aid

Abstract
In this paper, inversion for material parameters using waveform data is
investigated. An iterative linearized approach is used in which a linear
sensitivity operator must be derived This can be done economically by
using reciprocity of the Green's function. In order to avoid a large matrix
inversion, several descent algorithms are described. Data errors and a
priori model information are incorporated using covariance operators. A
fast. and reesonably accurate forward modelling scheme is required, and
here we make use of the Gaussian beam method in a slowly varying
heterogeneous medium. Different types of linearizations can be done
including a linearization in terms of the field, the Dorn approximation, and
a linearization in terms of the log field, the Rytcv approximation. The
relative merits are discussed. Finally several numerical examples are
performed using a neld linearization in order to test the method.
Transmitted body waves through a model with sources beneath a
heterogeneity and surface stations are used. The results using the
waveform data identify the trial structures. A comparison is done with the
travel time inversion results.
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Introduction
In this paper, an iterative inversion method for earth structure is
investigated. Previous inversions for velocity using array data have mostly
used travel times in constructing the Lomography problem (see Aki [1977].
Aki et.al. [1977]). Recently iterative methods, such as the algebraic
reconstruction method, have been applied to travel time inversions (see
McMechan [1983], Clayton and Comer [1983], Humphreys et.al. [1984).
Several of these iterative algorithms are described by Censor [1981]. The
iterative methods have advantages over generalized inversion methods
when dealing with large sparse matrices, but can have convergence
problems when small eigenvalues are present (Ivansson [1983]). Still, there
is much more information is seismic data than just first arrival travel
times, including amplitudes and waveforms. Figure . shows a sketch of a
heterogeneous region with surrounding sources and receivers. A simple
transmitted waveform is shown.
A number of studies have incorporated amplitude and waveform data
in seismic inversion and interpretation. For example, spatial variations of
phase time and amplitude from teleseimic body waves recorded at the
Montana LASA were interpreted by Larner (1970] in terms of a dented
Moho. Haddon and Husebye [1978] and Thomson and Gubbins [1982] did
joint interpretations of travel time and amplitude to infer the structure
beneath NORSAR. Waveform inversion using refraction data assuming a
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vertically varying structure has been done by Shaw [1.983]. Brown [1984]
did a comparison of travel time inversions and waveform inversions using
synthetic data also in a vertically varying structure. Migration of
reflection seismic data is a form of inversion (see Schneider [1978]), and it
has been recently shown to be kinematically similar to a linearized Born
inversion (see Tarantola [1984b], Miller et.al. [1984]). Direct inversions
based on the linearized model have been investigated by Cohen and
Bleistein [1979] and Raz [1981]. There has also been some progress in
generalizing exact l-D inversion methods to higher dimensions (see Newton
[1983]).
A recent formulation by Tarantola [1984a] uses an iterative linearized
approach and is decribed in the next section. A linear sensitivity operator
must be derived. and this can be done economically by using reciprocity of
the Green's function. Several descent algorithms are described which
avoid a large matrix inversion. A fast and reasonably accurate forward
modelling scheme is required, and here we make use of the Gaussian beam
method in a slowly varying medium. Data errors and a priori information
are incorporated using covariance operators. Diferent types of
linearizations are possible including a linearization in terms of the field,
the Born approximation, and a linearization in terms of the log of the field,
the Rytov approximation. Their relative merits are discussed. Finally
several numerical examples are performed using a linearizaLion in Lerrs of
the field and transmitted waveforms in order to test the method.
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Linearized inversion
In this section a review of the linearized inverse approach is given
following Madden [unpublished lecture notes], Tarantola [1984a, 1984b,
1984c], and Lailly [1983]. In the linearized approach, first a linear
sensitivity or Frechet derivative operator must be derived and then used in
an iterative procedure for the model parameters. In addition, several
descent algorithms are described which don't require the inversion of a
large matrix.
The forward problem can be written in the form
L ( p (?,t) ) = S(9,t) (1)
where L is a model dependent differential operator, p (,t) is the field
variable, and S(9,t) is the source term. For example, for the scalar wave
equation
L I d2 _ (2)
[v(9)2 dt 2
The solution of (1) can be written
p (?,t) = f dV(9') g (t (9',t) + boundary terms
where g(f',t;9) is the Green's function from 9 to 9', and * is a time
convolution. This can be derived from the bilinear identity [see Lanczos,
1961]. For the scalar wave equation the Kirchhoff integral is the boundary
term. In the following, homogeneous boundary conditions will be assumed
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giving zero for the boundary term. Finally, for a self adjoint operator L
with homogeneous boundary conditions, the Green's function is reciprocal
with respect to source and receiver location. Thus
g( 9 ,t;9 g) = g(9g,t;9)
In order to obtain a linear sensitivity operator, a perturbed problem is
constructed
L +6L Ip +6p =S +65 (3)
or
L(6p) = -6L p +6p +6S
Assuming that 6L 6p is small is equivalent to the Born approximation
which requires that the perturbed field 6p be much smaller than the
unperturbed primary field p . To first order, (3) can be written
L(op)=-6L p +6S (4)
where --6L(p ) is an equivalent source term for the medium perturbations
and 6S is the term for the source perturbations. Here we will investigate
the "inverse medium problem" for a given source, thus 65 = 0 . The
solution for the perturbed field can then be written as a space integration
over secondary equivalent sources
p (t;)= -f dV(9) g (f,t;fg) * 6L [p (ft;9) ) (5)
where 6L includes the model perturbations, and p is the incident
primary field. Equation (5) can be written as
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6p(g,t;9 ,) = 6L = F 6L (6)
where F is a linear sensitivity or Frechet derivative operator, and the
operator 6L has imbedded within it the model variations. Assuming that
the primary field can be written as p (9,t;9,) = g (9,t;r,) ,then
6p(?g,t;s) = -fdV() g(r,t;9g) * 6L [g(9Vt;rs))
Thus the linear sensitivity operator can be constructed by computing
gC.t:,) which propagates the field from the s'ource 1, to each model
point J , and g (ft;g) which backpropagates the field back from the
geophones into the model at i . This requires the computation of
N, + , forward problems evaluated at the interior points of the model
where N. is the number of geophones and N, is the number of sources.
For a given L , the perturbed operator, 6L , can be separated into
operations on the forward field, p(9,t;j,) , and perturbations of the model
parameters. For example for the scalar wave equation
6p (9 g,t;9 s) = fdV(9) {7 p (t-(t;i,) * g (,t;g) }6V(i) (7)
where the term in the brackets is the linear sensitivity operator, F = -
av
6vu(?) is the velocity model perturbation at 9, and j (9,t,9,) is the
second time derivative of the primary field computed from the source point
to the point i in the medium. The linear sensitivity operators for the
elastic wave equation with respect to the field are given by Tarantola
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[1984c]. The linear sensitivity operators for the acoustic wave equation
with respect to the field are given by Tarantola [1984a], and used in a
simple 1-D example in Appendix 3.
In the following, the linearized problem (5) will be be imbedded within
an iterative procedure. The effect of ignoring the 6L 3p term in the
linearization will result in no multiple interactions with the perturbations
within 6L , or no "cross talk" between perturbations during each iteration.
Multiple interactions from previous iterations are included via the Green's
functions. In principle, an iterative strategy should be able handle large
velocity contrasts. This approach requires the calculation of Green's
functions in inhomogeneous media inexpensively and reasonably
accurately. Various forward modelling approaches could be considered
including ray theoretical methods, the discrete wavenumber method, or
the finite difference or finite element methods. Any inversion method is
only as good as the forward modelling scheme on which it is based.
The forward problem as a function of model parameters is in general
nonlinear function and can be written
f =f( ') (8)
where f is the field and A is the model parameters. In general,
,f ) , where fte is the observed field and T,, is the a
priori model based on previous information. The objective is to find the
combined vector f, A that satisfies 6 = f (A) and is closest to
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rJ in some sense. This distance could be defined in various
ways depending on the noise structure of the problem, including the L2
norm, the L, norm, or the L. norm. Here the weighted L2 norm will be
considered with it's associated induced inner product. This results in a
least squares formulation. Thus we want to minimize the functional [see
Tarantola and Valette, 1982, Tarantola, 1984a]
S(A ) = fo, -f(A )+ | 7T-PWT } (9)
where the 1/2 has been introduced for later convenience. The linear
sensitivity operator, F at A& can then be defined as
f (rk + 6r) f (Ak) + Fk rok + 0(6%~k\2)
The negative of the gradient of S(rAk) gives the local direction of
maximum descent at 7 . To first order this can be written
iY = -V S(r9) = F'- (Ak - 7pnO) (10)
whcrc ofk =p6, - f (rM) , and F' is the adjoint of the lincar sensitivity
operator, F . The adjoint is defined from the bilinear identity
<f,F6A>, - <F'6, ,A> 6 m = booundocry term (11)
where <, > is a defined inner product. The boundary term is assumed to
be zero using homogeneous boundary conditions. Thus, F is a linear
mapping from model to data space, and the adjoint, F' , is a linear
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mapping from data space back to model space. Inverse operators are in
general difficult to construct, but adjoint operators through the bilinear
identity are straightforward to obtain. In addition, adjoint operators have
very useful properties which aide in the construction of inverse and
generalized inverse operators.
Consider a linear problem, FriL =f60, , with noisy observations but
where the nullspace of F is zero, N(F) = 0. The nullspace, N(F) ,
represents the subspace of the model space that satisfies FA = 0 . The
standard least squares solution results by using the adjoint theorem,
.
R (F) =NF where R is the range of FA in data space. Thus
mapping FrA and f through F* annihilates the component of f, in
R (F) resulting in a consistent set of equations. Then, F*F = F'f 0 e, or
A = (F*F)'Ff0 0 ,3  For N(F) = 0 , (F*F) is full rank and an inverse
exists. The standard least squares solution thus results from two
operations on the data, foe, . First, the data is operated on by the adjoint
operator, F*, which projects f6, from data space to model space. This
blurred image in model space is then filtered with the operator (F*F)-l .
When N(F) - 0 , a generalized inverse can be computed by using additional
adjoint theorems. This is equivalent to the Lanzcos formulation which
results in a minimum-norm least-squares solution [Aki and Richards,
1980]. An alternative is to stabilize the (F*F) operator using a maximum
likihood procedure which reduces to minimizing a functional like (9) with
appropriate data and model covariance operators defined. Any a priori
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knowledge about the component of the model in the null space can be
incorporated into the final solution. This might include smoothness of the
solution.
The maximum liklihood algorithm of Tarantola and Valette [1982] is a
linear iterative procedure for solving the nonlinear inverse problem, (8), by
minimizing the functional (9). It can be written
= 
mk + [H H F1 o6 - (Mn -M }. (!2)
where the term in the brackets is the negative gradient of the functional
S(YA) , and
Hk = T + FFk (13)
Covariance operators can be introduced by a suitable definition of the
data and model space scalar products [see Tarantola, 1984c]. Thus
<r 1,n 2>,m = Mn7-1M
where m T is the transpose of A , Cm is the model covariance operator,
and C, is the data covariance operator. From this definition of the scalar
products, the adjoint operator, Fk , of F is related to the transpose by
Fk = CmF Cp (14)
The adjoint is equal to the transpose when Cm = I and C = I . For a
complex operator F, the transpose is replaced by the conjugate transpose
operator.
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A major problem with the iterative scheme (12) is that in discretized
form it requires the inversion of a possibly large matrix. Since the goal is
to iteratively solve the original problem, (8), only an approximate solution
of the the imbedded linearized problem may be required. Thus a simple
iterative scheme could be written
rL+1 = rk + ak WkI (15)
where i is the negative gradient of the functional S(ri) , Wk is called a
preconditioner, and a, is a scalar that approximately solves a 1-D line
search of S(rt) in the direction Wk' . a is thus chosen to minimize
S(rk + ak Wk '*) with respect to ak giving
< Wk .7
ak =0 (16)
=< Wk ^ IA,Hk Wk -k > (
where HEk is given in (13). For the maximum liklihood algorithm, (11),
W = H;-' giving atk = I . This would then be similar to a modified
Newton's method for solving the nonlinear problem, (8), dependent on the
choice of the covariance operators used.
Various simplifying choices for W could be considered. Choosing
W = I results in the steepest descent method. Thus
rk = rk + a kI (17)
where
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<1kI 1k >
with Hk given in (13). For a quadratic S(m) , 14*1 and /k will be
perpendicular. One thus moves in the direction 7k until tangent to a level
curve of S(r') . At this point, /k-1 is chosen perpendicular to the level
curve in a direction of maximum descent.
Another possible choice for Wk is [see Tarantola, 1984a]
W = [DLAG () 1" (18)
This is similar to a modified Jacobi method with suitably defined covariance
operators.
In any of the preconditioning strategies, the single step convergence
properties for quadratic functionals, S(ri) , are governed by the
difference in the smallest and largest eigenvalues of WkHk with Hk given
in (13). From Luenberger(1984),
SAiY +i I 
SMrtx
Amax + Am
Thus the closer Wk is to HA-' , the better the single step convergence. A
general overall strategy is to construct a preconditioning scheme that is
easy to compute and possesses a favorable eigenvalue structure at each
step.
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Instead of using the gradient directions in the steepest descent
approach, improved convergence for very little extra effort can be gotLen
by using so called conjugate gradient directions defined with respect to a
new inner product, <xx> = xTHx where IJ is given in (13). The
Fletcher-Reeves implementation of the conjugate gradient method to
nonquadratic problems is briefly outlined. First, given %,, and
o= -VS(7A,-w,), set 1o= o . Now let Ak +I = d + aklk where ak
minimizes S(7A + aksk) . The next direction of descent, 1k+1 is chosen
to be Hk -orthogonal to the previous direction k . This is done by setting
C4+1 = 1k+1 + #k4 d , where 9k = < +1,lk+1>/ <Yk,7Ik> . k 1 is thus a
direction modified from the steepest descent direction. In a similar
fashion to steepest descent, 4k1 and Jl are orthogonal but with respect
to Hk . The conjugate gradient method has the important property that
the estimate dk minimizes a quadratic functional S(m) over a subspace
spanned by all the previous directions (40, - -1) [see Luenberger,
1984].
All of the above methods require the the linear sensitivity operator Fk
and the adjoint of this operator F. For example for the scalar wave
equation (2)
Fk = , r *g(r',t ;rg ) 1= 0 (19)
where velocity u is the model parameter. Thus to first order op =
avu
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Using the bilinear identity, (11), with C, = I and C = I and
homogeneous boundary conditions, then F' = FT and
<6pF6v>, = ( f dt 6pF(6v)
SEfdt 6p (rg,t;r,)fdV(r') p (r',t,rs) * g (r',t;r )v (r')
kVI (r')
Then,
<F'6p,6v>, = fdV(r')F*(6p)6
fdV(r') vdt (r',t,r,) * g (r',t ;rg ) p(r, t;rs) o( )
Thus Fk is just F with summations now over geophone and source
locations and an integration in time.
The final adjoint operator includes the data and model covariance
operators. Assuring uncorrelated errors over source and receiver
locations and time, then
C t ( ,tA ; it';ft) = O-2,6 6 ,61, (20)
where g, represents the estimated error in the trace corresponding to
the gth receiver and the s t source. For the model covariance operator,
a spatial Gaussian correlation is a commonly used choice [see Aki and
Richards, 1980; Tarantola, 1984a]. Thus
C 2 2 (21)
=(27T) /32" -ex p9L2(1
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where v is the model parameter rAL , L is the medium correlation length
for the Gaussian correlation function, and a-, represents the estimated
departures of ri (?) from rt,,(J) . As L goes to zero, then
C(9,f9') = o6(r-9') . The model covariance operator will contrain the
iterated model parameters as well as act like a spatial smoothing filter.
The complete adjoint can be written, F = C, FTC-i , as in (14).
For the scalar wave equation, the preconditioned descent method can
be written
Uk+1 = ak+ W[ CFT6f -+(a -k kC, (22)
where
'= C,~df
are the weighted data residuals. Now let
6C= C, FTO' (23)
692 = C, (fdt Tp( 9 t;9 3) * g(9,t;rg) oP'(gi~t;9) (24)
r, r, I f
This can be rewritten as
"() = C, E fdt 32 - ( ,tj;t,) Ig(9, -t;f,) * 6p'(9,,t ,9,) (25)
whCrc the tcrm in the brackets corresponds to thc propagation of thc
weighted residuals from the geophones into the model backwards in time.
This is then compared with the computed primary field from the sources to
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the model point. A summation over all source and receiver locations is
then done and an integration over time. Finally, the a priori model
covariance operator is applied. This is reminiscent of an imaging principle
in which the reflector (velocity perturbation) exists where the downgoing
and upgoing waves coincide in time (Claerbout, 1976, Tarantola, 1984b).
In order to implement this algorithm, p (9,t;9,) and g( 9 ,t;fg) must
be computed where r is a point in the model ( see Figure 2 ). Since for an
inhomogeneous medium an inexpensive forward modelling scheme is
required, one possiblity is that paraxial ray theory or the Gaussian beam
method be used to calculate p and g (see Cerveny et al., 1982, Nowack
and Aki, 1984). An advantage of using these methods is that no two-point
ray tracing is required. In addition, the Gaussian beam method produces a
smoothed field with no unphysical singularities in amplitude resulting from
caustics which may have adverse effects on an inversion.
Using the ray approximation in 3-D,
g (9 ,t;rg) A,.,.,6(t -T,.,)
f (9,t;r,) A,,. - T")
where A,,.1 and T,,., are the amplitude and travel time computed by ray
theoretical methods and S(t) is the second derivative of the source time
pulse. For the 2-D case, an additional r/4 phase shift in the far field
must be included. Equation (24) is then
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69CFlp'C= C 2-~ Arr.A,.,fdt5(t - T,.,)6p'(rg,t+T,.,;r,) (26)
This can be rewritten as
6 0k = C A,.A,,6p (rg , .t = T+,.,.,;r,) (27)
where
6 p=k *5pt') (r6( ,t;r,) (28)
6? is the cross correlation of the weighted residuals with the second
derivative of the source time pulse. 616k is the result of the weighted sum
over the phase surface through the data defined by t = T.,. +T,-, for each
model point i.
When the a priori starting model is close enough to the true velocity
model so that the Born approximation is strictly valid, then F' = Fo for all
iterations. In addition, if the a priori model is homogeneous, then
= Tg6p' =C s+ .66 CF = CP (rg,t = ;rs) (29)
'Uv03 V~r. r, V 87 R R.,.,
where &P~ is defined above, R., is the distance between source and model
point, and Rr, is the distance between the geophone and the model point.
This is similar to a Kirchhoff migration and a cross correlation with the
source time pulse [Schneider, 1978; Tarantola, 1984b]. Thus assuming the
Born approximation is strictly valid, then a velocity inversion using a
descenL approach is equivalenL to an iLeraLive sequence of Kirchhof'
migrations.
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A complete iterative step involves a preconditioner, Wk , and a scalar
ak , which solves a 1-D line search. Wk
approximation to (I + Fl'F )-l . Approximating
is assumed to be some
Fk by a matrix, then
F = Bii
where
Btr = is te nur o dl, (rsa,ta;rn)
with I = 1,N where N Is- the number of data values = Nt *N *NV, , and
j = 1,N, where N, is the number of velocity model values. Assuming
Fi = -FL with C, = aI and C, = a.I , then
+ Fk F'k)i = {Iy+ 2Bj Bmj(yT2M=1
Z]fdt
r, r,
(30)(I + FFk )i = +
2
2 4or 3 ~ t;r,)*yI (ri, t;rg)9 Vo (rij)o) (rj
In the ray approximation this can be written
(I + F'Fj)iy = dig +
T 9 3 9 EEA r,.A,.,Ar,.A,.,,(t = T, ,.+ T - T,. -T,.,,,)ogo r )o (ry) r, rp
;rg)}
(31)
where
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Thus
)vy = (I
(t)= 5'(-t) *5'(t )
With a high frequency source, this matrix will be sparse. For a diagonally
dominant operator, Hk , then an improved single step convergence can be
gotten using Wk = (DIAG(Hk ))~ , where
DL4G(Hk )i =l + cTv 6 ( 2gr,
o-jo (ri ) r, r,
Thus a simple preconditioned iterative scheme can be written
og 41(ri)= o(ri) + ak a+ ,r(O)gv (ri) r Sr
Cw 2 A .r. A .r, f dt 5(t - T,.) p '(r ,t+T,.,,r,)
r, ,V (9)
When the a priori model is homogeneous, the starting model is suffciently
closc to the truc modcl so that the Born approximation is strictly valid.
and with a, - co , then
v~k( 1 ) 1u I C1
k (op'(rg ,t =r~r, r, Sr $(0 ,.+ ,*;rV)
where C,/o- includes the spatial filtering part
(34)
of the Covariance
operator, 6p is given in equation (28) and is normalized by S(O)/ 72, and
ak is gotten from equation (16). The factor 2 1 f
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(32)
(33)
approximately corrects for geometric spreading. A simple variant of this
formula will be used in Lhe examples Lo follow.
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Alternative linearizations
The formulation in the previous section was applied to the
linearization of the field variables. General limitations to this approach
are summarized in appendix 1. A simple example of the limitations in using
a linearization in terms of the field can be seen as follows. Consider a field
in an unperturbed homogeneous medium (see Brown, [1984]).
uo(rt) = 6(t -R/v 0 )
where R = 'r - ro .n a slightly perturbed homogeneous model with
velocity v i = v 0 + 6v the field is
4(0-H/ oV1
u 1 (r't) = (-k' 147TR
The perturbed minus unperturbed field is then approximated by the
linearization
U I - U o = 6-d 2- 6V (34)do
or
6(t -R/u1) _ 6(t -R/vo) r 6 (t -6Rvo)
41TR 4nTR e 4nTR
which reduces to
6(t - R/v 1 -6(t - R/vo) 0 6'(t - R/v 0 ) R 6V
Thus the actual differential seismogram is approximated by by a constant
times the derivative of a delta function. As seen from Figure 3, depending
on the frequency content this will be a poor approximation when
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t = - is large. For a single harmonic frequency in a
V1 v0
homogeneous medium, then u =e4nR. The linearization in terms of47TR
the field can then be written
eiu:R/v1 ICJR/vo d ij ir.R/vo
47TR 4nTR v 47TR
or
1 11
for small - <1 then the exponential can be approximated as
1 901
et 1 + 4R 1 1 Thus for sufficiently low frequencies, such that
6t << L , then the linearization will be a good approximation to the actual
differential field.
An alternative linearization could be performed in terms of the log of
the field variables. This has been successfully applied electromagnetic
problems by Madden (personal communication). By perturbing the velocity
in a homogeneous medium, we again consider the extreme case of
ka >> 1 . With In(uo) = In 1 , then4-rR J Ite
In(i 1) - ln(uo) d 6(ln(u)) 6(lnv)
e(lnv
or
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V1 Vol Vo2
Thus for this simple example of a homogeneous medium perturbation there
is no dependence on frequency for the complex phase linearization. The
region of validity for the log field parameterization is more involved in the
general case where there is an amplitude perturbation as well. In any
event, this type of linearization has been used successfully applied in
travel time inversions (see Aki et.al. [1977], Clayton and Comer [1983]),
where only the imaginary part of the complex phase is used.
The linear sensitivity operator in terms of the log field is now derived
and compared with the Born linearization. The 'og field linearization is
additive in the phase, and is equivalent to Rytov's method of smooth
perturbations (see Tatarskii [19711, section 45; Ishimaru [1978] ). Rytov's
approximation is compared in Appendix 2 with other asymptotic,
multiplicative approximations including geometric optics and the parabolic
equation method. We start with the HeLmholz equation
,2
V + = 0
V2(j)
and let = in(u(l, )) , then the following nonlinear Riccatti equation is
obtained
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2+:Z2 2-=0
Now a perturbed problem is derived with
fV2*e/
* = fo + e *1 and
+ (V*0)2 + v 2
+ &IV21I + 2VV 1 -p  A()
3 2 2 (j)
vjO (X)
++ =0
The flrst bracket is equal to zero by solving the forward problem in the
unperturbed medium, vo0 (1) Dropping the third bracket in
constitutes the Rytov approximation which is now linear in
Letting 6v (1) = -v I and 6i = e'1 gives
V2(69) + 2V9eV(6i) = 2c26V (1)
og (z)
This is a linear equation for 6V which can be simplified
substitution, 6 =; e~**
2 _=
1)V
which has a solution
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V2* + (VI)/
*1 and V 1
by the
V = V (:z) + v 1 (1) , assuming c'< 1 , *o 2j *1 , and vo ::z vi1 . Then
2 cj2 V
3VO
i(rg,r) = -fd V(r)g (r.,r)eo(r'r) 2r'zeV
V 0
or
6W(rg ,r,) = -fd V(r')g (r, ,r')e* ()-5o(r,,r) 2)
U00
This gives the linear sensitivity operator in terms of the log field variables
in the form 5V = O .
To see how this compares to the Born approximation or a linearization
in terms of the field, equation (35) is exponentiated
e df = e*~* e -fdy(r )( -. ..
For small -fdV(r')( - - . )
e* eO - fdV(r')p(r'.r,)g(rg ,r') 2 26v (r')
ov (r')
which is equivalent to the frequency transformed equation (7). Thus
equation (7) can be derived from (35) assuming that the exponentiated
argument is small. It appears that the Rytov approximation includes some
multiple scattering effects not included in the Born approximation.
However, the Rytov approximation was originally derived assuming
of < 1 . Thus, there has been an ongoing controversy as to whether the
Rytov is in fact any better than the Born approximation (see Tatarskii
[1971], Barabanenko et. al. [1971], Aki [1973], Brown [1966,1967], Taylor
[1967], Yura et. al. [1983]). In fact, Aki and Richards [1980] derive their
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expressions for the log amplitude and phase from the exponentiated Born
series (EBS).
THowever, asymptotic equivalence may not correspond to a practical
equivalence between the two approaches as shown in the previous simple
example. Keller [1969] showed that the Born and the Rytov
approxmations are equally accurate in their dependence on the small
velocity parameter, c , but show quite different asymptotic properties as a
function of range Mueller et al [1979] noted that. both the Born and the
Rytov approximations required that some norm of the velocity
perturbations over the volume be small compared to unity. In addition, the
Dorn approximation required small ka , where a is the scale of the
heterogeneity, in agreement with the range of validity for the single
scattering formulation given in Appendix 1. Thus low spatial wavenumber.
band limited velocity perturbations appears to favor the Rytov
approximation. From the context of an inverse problem, it is natural to
estimnate the low spatial wavenumbers of the velocity first via a multiple
scale type of procedure. For small scale residual heterogeneities, the Born
approximation to the field may have an advantage.
Experiments in diffraction tomography comparing the Born and the
Rytov formulations have been conducted by Kaveh et. al. [1982,1983] who
showed that when a large forward scattering component exists, the
linearized reconstructed images based on the Born approximation were
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propagation in the atmosphere show closer agreement with the lognormal
distribution (see Tatarskii [1971]).
In order to check the linearization in terms of the log field for a large
scale heterogeneity, a homogeneous velocity perturbation, do , is again
considered. Equation (35) can then be written
oii(rgr,) = -2V3 fd V(r')V 0
'e *4 Rr 4r, RI,.*
Using the Fresnel approximation with z axis oriented from the source to
receiver
61P(TgTs) =
z - Z
2nor 0 0 (Z -Z )Iz
2n ikz 's
dz 'e z( z) dy'e
ikzy'a
2z'(x -X')
Using the relation fe = (7T/a) , then
-c26VZ f dz' 2nz'(z -z')
2nov03 0 z '(z -z') -kz
Now let of = cdt =z
2V 0
-1 - .-_- _ z26_ .
vi oJ Thus, the linearization 
in
terms of log variables will retrieve a global velocity change in one iteration
without the apparent low frequency requirement of the Born
approximation of equation (7).
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more in error than the Rytov, but the Rytov required the determination of
the phase of the scattered waves. There are numerical difficulties in
obtaining the log of the field since the phase of the complex log must be
unwrapped. Still, numerical algorithms for this exist (see Tribolet [1978]).
Also, algorithms based on the smoothness of the phase at adjacent spatial
points have had some initial success (see Kaveh et.al. [1982], Kaveh et.al.
[1984]).
Another consideration as to whether to use a linearization based on
the Born (fneld) or the Rytov (log of the field) approximations is the noise
structure of the prcblem (see Tatarskii [1971]). If the data is expressed as
a sum of signals plus independent Gaussian noise, V, then the linearized
inversion should be applied to the waveform or to the real and imaginary
Fourier components. If the noise structure is multiplicative and
proportional to the signal, then log N will behave in a Gaussian manner
around log -. . In this case, the log should be taken (see Aki and Richards
[1980], pp 639). Detailed work on the effects of additive and multiplicative
noise for moment tensor inversion of surface wave data was done by
Patton and Aki [1979].
If the noise is Gaussian and additive in the field, then the fnuctuations
in the amplitude should follow a Rayleigh distribution. If the noise is
Gaussian and additive in the complex phase, then the fluctuations in the
amplitude should follow a lognormal distribution. Experiments of light
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There are several basic linearizations that can be used in inversion
studies, including those based on the additive nature of the field, Born, or
the log field, Rytov. Travel time inversions are more similar to the Rytov
approximation except that only the imaginary part of the complex phase is
utilized and usually only first arrival times. Keller [1969] noted that any
advantages that the Rytov approximation may have over the Born
approximation may be lost when the waveform contains more than one
wave. This would occur when there is high wavenumber velocity
fluctuations causing significant backscatter. This may be the reason for
the success of simple migration algorithms which map small scale
refleclors dnd which are kinematically equivalent to Born inversion (see
Miller et-al. [1984]). Another consideration as to whether to use the ing
field data, or the amplitude and phase, is the numerical difficulties in
unwrapping the phase when taking the complex log, although work on this
has been done ( Tribolet [1978], Kaveh [1982,1984]).
One strategy for inversion of material parameters is to use a multiple
scale procedure in which the large scale fuctuation are inverted for first,
and compensated for. This might include several Rytov iterations followed
by a series of Born iterations. A compromise approach would be to use an
iterative travel time inversion first to adjust for the major phase
differences and then use the iterative Born inversion on the waveforms to
incorporale more of the data and Cine Lune the iodel. In the following
numerical examples, The Born linearization is used on residual waveform
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data assuming small velocity perturbations.
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Examples
In this section, several examples are given using a linearization in
terms of the field as described previously. A simple descent method is used
Vo4 1 =Vk + aWk(F;6p) (36)
where Fk = C, FC , W4 is a preconditioner, and a is a scaling factor.
For an initial homogenecus model close to the true model, then F* ; F'
Operating on the residuals by the adjoint is then given in (29) as
6k = F 'p* 3
__ V r., +J?,.r,,
:E| Ip~16(rg,t= r,)v 81r rL R,, RV, '
where 6P is the cross correlation of the secona derivative of the source
time function with the weighted data residuals, C, is the model
covariance operator and includes a spatial smoothing function. Here, a
Gaussian smoothing function as in (21) is used. Operating on the residuals
by the adjoint is kinernatically similar to a Kirchhoff migration. If the
preconditioner, Wk , is chosen as I , then the velocity inversion in (36)
with F = Fo' is equivalent to a sequence of Kirchhoff migrations. An
alternative choice for the preconditioner, Wk , is the inverse of the
diagonal of (I + F*F) as in (32). The part of this preconditioner that
approximately corrects for geometric spreading is
( [ 11-1
Wk rR., (37)
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This simple preconditioner will be used in addition to the identity in the
next example.
The geometry of the first example is shown in Figure 4. There are nine
sources marked by x's and nineteen receivers rnarked by triangles. The
axes are in km to give specin-c units and the initial velocity is 8 km/sec.
For this example, a single smooth heterogeneity with a radius of 10 km is
reduced in velocity by -.01 km/sec. This is shown by the circle in Figure 4.
The interior box in Figure 4 shows the region where the velocity is to be
inferred.
Figure 5 shows the seismograms computed using the Gaussian beam
method for the single smooth heterogeneity shown in Figure 4 for three of
the nine source locations. The source wavelet is the Gabor wavelet
f (t) = e 2f1 " cos(21Tf t + oo)
where f = 4 hz, -y = 3, ;o = 0 . This results in a 2 km wavelength. The
correction given by Cerveny et.al. [1982] is used to approximately compute
the 3-D response. In Figure 5, a slightly larger amplitude can be seen on
some seismograms for different source locations. For example, for
S = (30.,140.) , the amplitude increases due to focusing at a range of 180
km and a time of 24 sec.
The residual, perturbed minus unperturbed, seismograms are shown in
Figure 6 for three sourcc locations. The amplitudes of the residuals are
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about ten times smaller than the amplitudes of the unperturbed
seismograms. This satisfies the Born requirement that the scattered field
be small compared to the primary field. The wavelet cross correlation with
the data results in a symmetric wavelet centered on the arrival time, and
the second derivative approximately results in a factor, -- ;o , assuming a
Gabor wavelet.
Figure 7 shows the result of back propagating the residuals into model
space using the adjoint operator. This would be the first iteration in a
descent procedure with Wk = I and C, = oj6( -?') . A grid of 100 by 100
points has been evaluated in model space. The result in Figure 7 is scaled
from -1. to +1.. The contours are at (-.75, -.25, 25, .75) with the -.75
contour in the center. The parallelogram and the small plus represent the
location of the true heterogeneity. The data residuals appear to be
streaked along lines from the receivers to the stations in model space. The
response to the simple transpose operator for a single heterogeneity thus
has a streaked appearance in model space.
There are additional operations that can be included in an individual
velocity inversion step. This includes a more involved preconditioner as in
equation (37) which approximately corrects for geometric spreading, and
is an approximation to filtering the backprojection. Figure 8 shows the
result of using this preconditioner. It has the effect of reducing some of
the streaks in the backprojection. Again, the true heterogeneity is
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represented by the parallelogram.
Another operation that can be applied to the backprojection is spatial
smoothing by the model covariance operator based on a priori information.
Figure 9 shows the result of smoothing the backprojection by a Gaussian
smoothing filter with a 5 km radius. This filtering operation liminates the
streaks and localizes the heterogeneity. This heterogeneity is slightly
elongated in the z direction compared to the true heterogeneity
represented by the parallelogram. This results from sources below and
receivers above the heterogeneous region.
To check the sign of the derived heterogeneity, Lhe example was
redone with a positive instead of negative velocity heterogeneity, and the
inferred velocity was also positive. A final step in an iteration is the choice
of the scalar, at , which specifies how far in a particular descent direction
one moves. A particular value for the scaling factor can be computed from
equation (16), although other values can be used to over or under relax
the problem. The scaling factor gotten to match the single heterogeneity
case will be used to relax each iteration step in the next examples.
In the next example, three smooth heterogeneities are used, each with
a velocity hetorogeneity of -.01 km/sec lower than the background. The
geometry is shown in Figure 10. The sources are below the heterogeneity
and the stations above. The result of backprojecting the residuals into
model space and applying a 4 km Gaussian covariance operator is shown in
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Figure 11. The contour interval goes from -1. to +1., and the contours are
at (-.75, -.25, .25, .75). The true locations of the heterogeneities are
represented by the parallelograms. Using the scaling factor gotten from
the single heterogeneity case, then the lower heterogeneity has a velocity
perturbation of -.0109 which is approximately accounted for in this
iteration. The upper two heterogeneities have about half that
perturbation.
Figure 12 shows the second iteration result of backprojecting and
smoothing with a 4 km Gaussian model covariance operator. The upper
two heterogeneities can be seen along with side lobes. Using the scaling
factor gotten from the single heterogeneity case, the upper two
heterogeneities have a velocity perturbation of -.0052 km/sec. When
combined with the perturbation from the first iteration. tLen all three
heterogeneities have been accounted for in the inversion.
In the next example, a ring heterogeneity is considercd The model
geometry is shown in Figure 13. This is an idealization of the structure
derived by Thurber [1984] under the Kilauea volcano using a travel time
inversion. He found a high velocity core of the volcano surrounding an
interior lower velocity region, which was inferred to be a magma complex.
For this numerical example, just the ring is reduced in v&;ciy by -. i
km/sec. Figur 14 shows rhe esult of smoothing the bac Cp&jcction with
Gaussian model covariarce operaLor with a 4 km radius. The contours go
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from -1. to +1. with a .25 contour interval. The velocity perturbation forms
a ring with the largest pertubations on the sides of the ring. Using a
scaling factor from the single heterogeneity case gives an amplitude of -.02
on the sides of the ring, or twice as large as the true heterogeneity.
Smaller perturbations form the the tope and bottom of the ring. In order
to examine the next iteration, a scaling factor of half of this is used so as
to compensate for the sides of the ring. The bottom of the ring is half
compensated for. The backprojection for the second iteration with a 4 km
Gaussian covariance operator applied is shown in Figure 15. Using the
scaling factor for the single heterogeneity for this iteration gives a velocity
of -.011, which approximately compensates for the top and bottom of the
ring.
When applying this iteration procedure to actual data, the scaling
factor, a , must be approximately derived using equation (16), or an over
relaxed version of it. In these numerical examples, only a rcugh value was
used to see how convergence proceeds. Nonetheless, choice of this scaling
factor is essential part of the problem.
Finally, a simple comparison of these results with travel time
inversions using the same model geometries is done. The model is divided
into 10 by 10 blocks or 1.00 model parameters. 171 travel times arc u
not all cf which give rew inforiaLion about the model. A damr ped inversion
is used. The result for a single heterogeneity is shown in Figure 16a. Using
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a damping of .001, a velocity of -.0102 km/sec is gotten. This result
compares with the waveform inversion shown in Figure 8. The travel time
inversion for three heterogeneities is shown in Figure 16b. This is again
similar to the two iteration waveform result. Finally, the travel time
inversion result for the ring structure is shown in Figure 16c. In this case
the waveform result may do slightly better. As discussed in a previous
section, for large scale heterogeneities, a complex phase linearization may
be more robust. Travel time inversions are in this class, in which only the
imaginary part of the phase is used with first arrivals. However, for small
velocity perturbations the results are comparable. In actual cases,
waveform inversions allow for a more complete use of the data when the
phase perturbations are small, or have been previously compensated for.
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Conclusions
In this paper, a linearized inversion procedure for material parameters
has been investigated. In this procedure a linear sensitivity operator must
be derived and can be computed economically by using reciprocity of the
Green's function. Data errors and a prior model information are included
via covariance operators. Large matrix inversions are avoided by using
descent algorithms. A fast forward modelling scheme is required and here
the Gaussian beam method for a laterally varying medium is used. This
allows for inhomogeneous initial models.
Different linearizations are possible including a linearization in terms
of the field, the Born approximation, and a linearization in terms of the log
field, the Rytov approximation. Travel time inversions are in the class of
linearizations for the log field, where only the imaginary part of the
complex phase is used with first arrivals. Log field linearizations may be
more robust than field linearizations for large scale heterogeneities where
forward scattering predominates, but phase unwrapping may be difficult
numerically. The linearization in terms of the field for small perturbations
from a homogeneous background is kinematically equivalent to a sequence
of Kirchhoff migrations. Field linearizations are expected to be useful for
small scale heterogeneities which result in scattering effects that are
additive in the field. Several numerical examples are performed using a
field linearization which identify the trial structures. A comparison is then
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done with travel time inversion results.
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Appendix 1
In this appendix a brief review is given for the conditions of validity of
the Born approximation in a continuous fluctuating medium characterized
by a spatial Gaussian correlation function where
, y~r)y(r +i')N(r)= 4M21 7= e-*
where y(r) = -do (r)/o(r) , and -. . . represents the expectation over
an ensemble of random media, and a is the correlation length. if the
process is ergodic then this expectation can be replaced by a spatial
average over one realization. The fractional loss of energy to the primary
wave for a medium with velocities with a Gaussian correlation function is
(see Aki and Richards [19801)
= TE p2 kakL[ I - e
For the Born approximation to be valid then << 1 , or
,/7yTa2]kakL << 1 ka. >> 1
EI iA k3a3kL & I ka < 1
where L is the propagation distance and a. is the correlation distance.
Thus, ka >> 1 refers to large scale scatterers and ka « I refers to small
scalc scattcrcrs with rcspcct to thc wavclcngth. ka << 1 corrcpsonds to
Rayleigh scattering. For large scale scatterers, ka >> 1 , then the mean
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square velocity variation must be small for
approximation. For small scale scatterers,
velocity fluctuations can be accomodated
Thus
ka = 10.
ka = 2.0
kcL = 0.5
ka =0.1
the strict validity of the Born
relatively large mean square
by the Born approximation.
For a given propagation distance,
approximation will favor small scalc
L , linearizations based on the Born
fluctuations.
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4 2JkL << .056
Ep 2}kL << .280
4y 2jkL << 4.50
g AkL << 564.
Appendix 2
In this appendix a comparison is done between perturbation solutions
which to first order are addititive in the complex phase or multiplicative in
the field. These include the first order geometric optics approximation, the
parabolic equation method, and the Rytov approximation. These types of
approximations work best in a smoothly varying media with predominantly
forward scattering. First, the geometric optics approximation is outlined
and compared with the standard parabolic approximation. These are then
compared to the Rytov approximation.
Starting with the Helmholtz equation, the first order geometric optics
approximation has the following general trial solution
u =e E90o + (A.2.1)
where k is a large parameter and Wo P Wi . In this approximation k is
usually identified with an average wavenumber and large E implies a small
wavelength. By substituting this into the Helmholtz equation then
VpoVVO + k 2 /E (A.2.2)
+ V2 po + 2VWoVri}'
+ (V2aI + VpiVpi} = 0
where k = / v (1) . The particular trial solution usually used for
geometric optics is u = A (z)e is(*) where E = c/ <v > . Thus Vo = iS(s)
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and rp = lnA(I) and (A.2.2) can then be written as
VJ 2 + k 2/2 2 (A.2.3)
+ 2iE {V2S + VSVlnA
+ {V2A/ A = 0
For large k , the first geometric optics solution involves dropping the
{V2A/A} term. The Eikonal equation results from equating the first
bracket to zero and the transport equation results from equating the
second bracket to zero. The tansport equation relates the the imaginary
part of the phase to the real part of the phase.
The standard parabolic equation method is derived by using for
(A2.2.1) the particular trial solution u = Ue*: where U is assumed to be
a slowly varying function, then o = ix and W, = lnU(I) . (A.2.2) can then
be written
E2 + k 2/,2 (A.2.4)
+ 2ik{ 0 + }
+IU'= + U'Y + U~z=0
U
For large E , the Eikonal equation give k = E , and the transport equation
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gives Ux = 0 . The parabolic approximation results from neglecting the
U/ U in the final bracket but retaining the transverse part of the
Laplacian, V, = U, + U, . This is not entirely consistent within the
perturbation scheme used but it gives a one way operator in x
2iEU + V, U + k2_g2 U = 0 (A.2.5)
The transverse Laplacian is called the diffraction term and the term
{k2 - C2} is called the thin lens term and locally adjusts for the refractive
index.
The Rytov approximation results by using the trial solution
u = e*0 4 (A.2.6)
where e is a small parameter, and Vo f 1 . The velocity is also expanded
as v (1) = v 0(1) + ev 1(1) , where v o v i . Substituting this into the
Helmholtz equation gives
V2o + (Vpo) 2 + ca2/(2) (A.2.7)
+eV291 + 2V'POV7 1 - 22 V (()/ vO X)
+ E2(V 1 )2 + 3j2V 2 4 (g) 0
where the first term in the brackets is a solution of the Helmholtz equation
with v = vo(l) and u = e*1 . In the first Rytov approximation, the e2
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term is dropped. Equating the second term to zero gives
Vag + 2ViPV't = 2v 1cw2/V3 (A.2.8)
In order to compare with the previous approximations let o = krpo and
1 = r1/l= cEi , then (A.2.7) can be written
EV2 po + E2(Vpo)2 + 2 1 (A.2.9)
+ IV2p + E2VpOV~oi + E k2
+ J(V i)2 + 2 =,1 0
E2 2 v J
where k = o/ <vo(')>, ko = w/oo(s) , and E * ko . The Rytov
approximation again retains the first two brackets, where the first bracket
is assumed known. The E2 terms relates to the Eikonal equation in
equation (A.2.2), only now related to the velocity model vo(s) . The E
terms correspond to the transport equation in (A.2.2) plus a correction
term to the velocity linear in vi(!) . Finally, the term V2 0 is retained,
but not the term (Vri) 2 and the higher order terms containing the
velocity correction v 1 (2) . This is similar to the parabolic approximation
where again only a part of the third bracket in (A.2.2) is retained. In that
case the transverse Laplacian perpendicular to the predominant direction
of the incident wave is retained. For example if we let vo be a
homogeneous velocity, and tpo = ix , then by dropping terms in E , (A.2.7)
can be written in terms of U = e 0
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2ikU,, +{V2U -V 23 c UU= o
This is similar to the parabolic equation given in (A.2.5) with the thin lens
term approximated to first order in ev 1(1) and the term Vp,., U replaced
by V2 U-(VU) 2 / U. Using the Transverse Laplacian results in a simpler
equation but the Rytov equation above is consistent to order c .
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Appendix 3
In this appendix, the acoustic wave equation is investigated in a simple
1-D example, where
SK(r) t 2  (r)
The transposed linear sensitivity operators for a perturbation in density
and bulk modulus from the field are given in Tarantola [ 1984a] where
-K Udlop =
E 0fdt j(r,t;r,) * g (r,t;rg) 6p (r,t;r,)
K6T r=
6pi VfT6p =
p2i) dt Vp (r,t ;rg)
6K = f ( dt b (r, ,t;r,)op d;2 (r) r
kp 1 p 2 rfdt E Vp (r, t;r,)
P 2(r) a
* Vg (r,t;rg) 6P (rg,t;r,)
g(r, -t;rg) * 6p (rg,t;rS)}
Vg (r, ,-t;r, ) * 6p (rg ,t ;r,)
In the t-D case, a coincident source and receiver are considered where
r. = r, = z = 0 . Small perturbations of a homogeneous starting model to
the true model will be assumed. The observed reflection seismogram is
Pots (r,,t;r,) = Po ,(t)
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(A.3.1)
(A.3.2)
and the predicted seismogram is
Pk(r,,t;r,) = P(t)
Thc differential scismogram is thcn
6pk (rg,t;r,) = Pb,(t) - P (t)
The operation in (A.3.i) can then be written
6K = K 1r fdt pg (r,t;r,) <g(z,t;0)6p (t)>
K2(r
where < - - > denotes a cross correlation. The analogous operation on
6p in (A.3.2) can be written
6pk =
With an intial homogeneous model with velocity z) en
g (z,t;O) = 6(t - z/V)
and
<g (z,t;0)6p( )> = 6pk(t + z/v)
Then
6K(z) =
6pk, (Z) ( j
pp (z)
d (
d z
Now with pk (z,t;0) = 6(t - z / V) then
3K = o (t = 2z / v)
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+ z/v)
d
fdt T.-Pk(Zt;O) --L<9(Zt;0)6Pk(t)>
fdt d2 t;Ooyt +z/o
pi(z) = opsg(t =2z/v)
v1z(z )
where t = 2z / v places the model perturbation at
v = VK/p and 7 = pv = impedance, then
v K p
77 K p
Inc luding the model covariances this
z = vt/ 2 . Since
can be written assuming,
CK ; o Kkz)
6Kk(z) = CK6K(z) r 6p(2z/v)
Kk(z)
6Pk: = Cp6p
(72
P 6(2z/v) -6p(2z/v )
V2p2(Z) V2
Perturbations in velocity and impedance can then be written
-v I (2z/v) = 0
U 2p
and
6U- =
77 2
-1+
K
-j6p (2z/v) = t-6f(2z/v)
K K
Thus for the I-D reflection seimogram modelled using the acoustic wave
equation, there is no velocity perturbation, but there is an impedance
perturbation. This is as expected from the 1-D exact inversion results.
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and with -^ pt(z) ,
; 6p(2z/v)
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Figure 1 Sketch of heterogeneous body with surrounding sources and
receivers. A simple transmitted waveform is shown.
Figure 2 The computation of the linear sensitivity operator requires a
forward problem for each source and receiver evaluated at Lhe interior
points of the model.
Figure 3 A linearization in terms of the field approximates the differential
seismogram on the left with the doublet on the right. This will be a
good approximation only for low enough frequencies.
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Figure 5 Gaussian beam seismograms for three source locations for a
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Figure 7 The backpropagation of the residuals in.to model space for a
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Figure 8 The first iteration of a velocity inversion for a single smooth
heterogeneity with WL given by eqn. (37) and C, 6(r - ')
Figure 9 The first iteration of a velocity inversion for a singje smr-ooth
heterogeneity with Wk = I and C, given by a Gaussian fuiction with a
5 km radius.
Figure 10 Model geometry for a numerical example with three smooth
heterogeneities.
Figure 11 The first iteration in a velocity inversion for three smooth
heterogeneities with Wk = I and C, given spatially by a Gaussian
function with a 4 km radius.
Figure 12 The second iteration of a velocity inversion for three smooth
heterogeneities with Wk and C, given spatially by a Gaussian function
with a 4 km radius.
Figure 13 Model geometry for a numerical example for a ring
heterogeneity.
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Figure 14 The first iteration of a velocity inversion for a ring heterogeneity
with Wk = I and C, given spatially by a Gaussian with a 4 km radius.
Figure 15 The second iteration for a velocity inversion for a ring
heterogeneity with
km radius.
Figure 16
and Cq given spatially by a Gaussian with a 4
Travel time inversion results for a) single heterogeneity, b)
three heterogeneities, c) ring heterogeneity.
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